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ABSTRACT
MODELING ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 
ON MSX PREVALENCE AND INTENSITY IN 
EASTERN OYSTER (CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA) POPULATIONS.
Michelle Christine Paraso 
Old Dominion University, 1997 
Director: Dr. Eileen E. Hofmann
An oyster population model coupled with a model for Haplosporidium nelsoni, 
the causative agent of the oyster disease MSX, was used with salinity time-series con­
structed from Delaware River flow measurements to study environmentally-induced 
variations in the annual cycle of this disease. Simulations with this model were de­
signed to investigate the effect of increased or decreased spring freshwater discharge, 
the timing of high freshwater runoff, the presence or absence of a fall or late spring 
phvtoplankton bloom, and the occurrence of a warm winter on MSX prevalence and 
intensity in Delaware Bay oyster populations. Model simulations for the lower Bay 
site reproduced the annual cycle observed in the lower Delaware Bay. Simulations at 
upper Bay (low salinity) and lower Bay (high salinity) sites produced MSX preva­
lences and intensities that were consistent with field observations. At all sites, low 
freshwater discharge conditions resulted in increased MSX prevalence and intensity; 
whereas, high freshwater discharge produced a decrease in disease infection intensity 
and prevalence when compared to simulations run with average freshwater discharge 
conditions. When compared to average discharge conditions, an early spring runoff 
reduced the spring MSX infection prevalence by 10 percentage points and caused a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
complete loss of spring systemic infections, at sites within the middle of the Bay. At 
one mid-Bay site, a late spring freshwater discharge resulted in increased infection 
prevalence by 7 percentage points during the spring, compared to  mean runoff con­
ditions. Almost 100% of the infections were systemic by June which caused a large 
mortality event to occur in July, under late freshwater runoff conditions. The addition 
of a phytoplankton bloom in September or late spring (May) did not significantly alter 
MSX intensity or prevalence, relative to average conditions, in Delaware Bay oyster 
populations. A decrease of only 1 to 5 percentage points in maximum annual MSX 
prevalence occurred at a mid-bay site under late phytoplankton bloom conditions, 
with no change in MSX intensity. The relative insensitivity of MSX prevalence and 
intensity to food supply changes in September and late (May) spring is related to the 
annual cycle of MSX. Warm winters prevented the loss of MSX infections during the 
winter, causing higher MSX infection levels in the spring and almost 100% mortality 
by July. These simulations demonstrate the importance of salinity and temperature 
in altering and controlling the MSX annual cycle.
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11. INTRODUCTION
The Eastern Oyster, Crassostrea virginica, has been an important part of the 
lives of those living along the shores of Delaware Bay (Fig. 1). Not only have 
oysters provided food for the local inhabitants, but they have been an important 
economic resource for the region (Ford and Haskin 1982). In the 1600s, oysters were 
an important food source for early Dutch and Swedish colonists. The establishment 
of British settlements in the late 1600s fostered the beginning of commercial oyster 
harvests for those living along the Bay’s shores (Ford 1997). Before the 19th century, 
oysters were an important food source only for those living near the water. Around 
the turn of the 19th century however, local fisherman began shipping Delaware Bay 
oysters to distant markets. The practice of "farming” oysters had also started by the 
mid-19th century (Ford and Haskin 1982). As described in Ford and Haskin (1982), 
this process involves the transplantation of seed oysters during May and June, from 
natural setting areas (seed beds) in the upper regions of the Bay to privately leased 
grounds (planted grounds) located in the lower Bay. Salinity of the water covering 
the seed beds ranges from 9 to 18 ppt (due to the continued use of ppt in fisheries, 
this unit will be used in this analysis even though the accepted unit for salinity is 
practical salinity units (psu) which is non-dimensional) under mid-tide, mean river 
flow conditions, which protects the juvenile oysters from major predators which are 
intolerant to low salinities (e.g., oyster drills) and hence enhances oyster survival. The 
The journal model for this thesis was the Journal of Shellfish Research
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2planted grounds are located in areas of higher salinity (20-23 ppt) and promote growth 
and fattening of the oysters. Depending on their size, the oysters were traditionally 
marketed the fall following the spring plant or remained on the planted grounds an 
additional year or more before harvesting (Ford and Haskin 1982). According to Ford 
(1997), Delaware Bay oyster production from 1880-1930 was 1-2 million bushels yr-1. 
In the early 1900s, the largest cause of decline in oyster production was overharvesting 
as well as the movement of the oyster drill ( Urosalpinx cinerea) onto seed beds, 
following a drought in early 1930. Unexplained kill from other causes was reported 
occasionally (Haskin and Ford 1982).
In the late 1950s, the causative agent of the Eastern oyster disease MSX (Multi­
nucleated Sphere X), was first observed in Delaware and Chesapeake Bays (Andrews 
1966; Andrews 1968; Haskin and Ford 1982; Ford 1985b; Barber et al. 1988b; Ford 
and Tripp 1996). It was described as a haplosporidian by Haskin et al. (1966) and 
named Minchinia nelsoni. It was renamed Haplosporidium nelsoni in 1978. In 1957, 
MSX caused up to 85% oyster mortality centered within the New Jersey planted 
grounds in Delaware Bay (Fig. 1). Mortalities decreased with increased distance 
from the planted grounds and no mortalities occurred on the western edges of the 
seed beds (Haskin and Ford 1982). An additional mortality of approximately 50% of 
the remaining oysters occurred the spring following a 1958 planting (Haskin and Ford 
1982). By 1959, 90-95% of the planted ground oysters and about 50% of seed bed 
oysters had died. Harvests fell from 711,000 bushels in 1956 to only 49,000 in 1960 
(Ford 1997). By 1960, production of market-size oysters in Delaware Bay had dropped
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 1. Location of Delaware Bay. Inset shows the location of the oyster seed 
beds (sites 1-4) and the planted ground (sites 5-7) stations. The solid line indicates 
the area designated as planted grounds. The (*) indicates the locations where time- 
series of temperature, chlorophyll a and turbidity were acquired. The dashed line 
distinguishes between shoal and channel areas as designated by Pennock and Sharp 
(1986).
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4to an all time low of 10,000 bushels (Haskin and Ford 1982). Gradually, in the late 
1960s and 1970s, Delaware Bay seed beds recovered as native oysters developed some 
resistance to MSX (Haskin and Ford 1979; Ford 1997). Following 15 years of modest 
success, in 1985 the Delaware Bay oyster industry suffered another setback due to 
the resurgence of MSX.
MSX is also present on the Eastern Shore of Virginia, and in the coastal bays of 
New Jersey. In the 1960s, MSX was recorded in North Carolina, Long Island Sound, 
Massachusetts and Great South Bay on the southern shore of Long Island, but in 
these locations it has not been the cause of widespread losses (Ford and Haskin 1982 
and references cited within). New reports indicate a range extension of MSX from 
the Damariscotta River, Maine to Biscayne Bay, Florida (Ford and Tripp 1996).
Since poikilothermic and poikilosmotic animals are directly affected by the tem­
perature and salinity of the environment in which they live, interactions between a 
parasite and a poikilothermic or poikilosmotic host may be strongly influenced by 
external environmental conditions. For example, temperature and salinity have well- 
documented effects on the relationship between MSX and Crassostrea virginica (e.g., 
Andrews 1983; Ford 1985a; Ford and Haskin 1988a). To study how various envi­
ronmental factors (specifically salinity, temperature and food availability) affect the 
intensity and prevalence of MSX, a time-dependent oyster population model coupled 
to an H. nelsoni model was used. The coupled models include physical and physiolog­
ical processes that affect the parasite (H. ne/som')-host ( C. virginica) interaction and 
are responsible for the predictable cycle in MSX infection intensity and prevalence,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
observed in Delaware Bay.
Since salinity has been observed to limit the distribution, intensity and prevalence 
of MSX within Delaware Bay (e.g., Andrews 1964, 1968 and 1983; Haskin and Ford 
1982), several simulations were run to determine how seasonal variations (timing and 
strength) in Delaware River flow affect MSX prevalence and intensity at various sites 
within the Bay. Since the primary focus of this study is the importance of salin­
ity in controlling MSX-infected oyster populations compared to other environmental 
factors (temperature and food), simulations were also run where the timing of food 
availability and winter temperatures were modified. The research questions addressed 
in this study are: 1) Do years with high or low freshwater discharge vary the MSX 
prevalence and intensity from an average year? 2) How does the timing of the spring 
freshwater discharge alter MSX prevalence and intensity? 3) Does the presence of a 
fall phytoplankton bloom or a delayed spring phytoplankton bloom affect MSX inten­
sity and prevalence and if so, are these effects greater than those caused by freshwater 
discharge? 4) Does a year where winter temperatures stay above 5°C modify MSX 
intensity and prevalence the following spring and how does this compare with fresh­
water discharge effects?
The following section provides background information on the study area, MSX 
pathology, the annual MSX cycle observed in Delaware Bay and environmental effects 
on MSX-infected oyster populations. In Section 3, a description of the coupled oyster 
population-/?, nelsoni model is given, with an emphasis on the salinity portion of the
H. nelsoni model as well as the environmental data sets used as input to the model.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Model results and simulation analyses are discussed in Section 4. A discussion 
the results found in this study is presented in Section 5, followed by conclusions 
Section 6.
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72. BACKGROUND
2.1 Delaware Bay
The Delaware Bay (Fig. 1) is the drowned river valley of the Delaware River and 
has been described by Wong (1994. 1995) and Ford (1997). It is a funnel-shaped 
estuary, covering nearly 2,000 km2. The estuary extends 215 km from the head at 
Trenton, NJ to the mouth between Cape Henlopen, Delaware and Cape May, New 
Jersey, where the Bay has a width of 18 km. The estuary reaches its widest point, 45 
km, 20 km upstream of the Bay mouth. The 3.5xl04 km2 Delaware River drainage 
basin extends into New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware. The Delaware 
Bay is relatively shallow, averaging 5-8 m, with a tidal range of 1.3-1.7 m (Ford 1997).
The Delaware River, gauged at Trenton, New Jersey, contributes approximately 
58% of the total freshwater input to the estuary, with an average discharge of 330 m3 
s-1 (Sharp et al. 1986; Wong 1995). Seasonal variability in river discharge occurred 
from 1962-1988 where the monthly-averaged discharge was 631 m3 s-1 in April and 
166 m3 s_1 in September (Wong 1995). According to Wong (1995) the high discharge 
in the spring is primarily a result of snow melt in the Catskill and Pocono Mountains. 
The Schuylkill River entering through Philadelphia, Pennsylvania contributes another 
15% of the total freshwater input to the Delaware Bay. No other single freshwater 
source provides more than 1% of the total discharge (Sharp et al. 1986).
According to Wong (1995), salinity in Delaware Bay is directly influenced by the 
Delaware River discharge. A negative correlation between the river discharge and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8salinity has been observed. However, an increase in the salt intrusion has not been 
observed to correlate with an increase in the freshwater input (Wong 1995). Salinity 
in the estuary ranges from 30-32 ppt at the Bay mouth to 0 ppt at Philadelphia 
(Pennock 1985). Salinity at the mouth of the estuary remains relatively constant 
(Garvine et al. 1992; Wong 1995).
Due to a large semi-diurnal (M2) tidal flux to freshwater volume flux ratio, the 
estuary is weakly stratified with a vertical salinity difference less than 4 ppt (Wong 
1994). The tidal amplitude at the mouth averages 0.5 m with a current amplitude 
of 0.7 m s-1 (Wong 1995). The volume flux due to the semi-diurnal tide averages
1.47xl05 m3 s-1 (Munchow et al. 1992; Wong 1995). Garvine et al. (1992) observed 
a linear decrease in salinity from the Bay mouth to 90 km upstream, where the salt 
intrusion ends abruptly. Wong (1994) observed transverse structure in the tidally- 
averaged salinity distribution, where two branches of low-salinity water flowed out of 
the estuary along the Delaware and New Jersey shores and were separated by high 
salinity inflow along the middle of the Bay, over the deep channel. Drifters released 
along the shores exhibited residual flow down the Bay while those released in the 
center of the Bay showed little net displacement. Therefore, Wong (1994) suggested 
that the high-salinity inflow occurred in the deeper middle regions of the Bay while 
low-salinity outflow occurred in the shallow areas along the shores. This phenomenon 
suggests that the Coriolis force is unable to overcome bathymetric effects, indicating 
the importance of bathymetry in the transverse variability within the lower Delaware 
Bay. Wong (1994) also observed that at depth, the saline water extended toward the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9surface to the right of the channel, when looking toward the head of the estuary. Wong 
(1994) suggested that under low to moderate atmospheric forcing conditions, the 
estuarine structure should be dominated by gravitational forcing. Under particular 
circumstances, these two processes may reinforce or counteract each other, varying 
the currents and hydrography within the Bay.
The major input of organic matter to the Delaware Bay is a result of in situ 
phytoplankton production (Cifuentes et al. 1988; Cifuentes 1991; Pennock and Sharp 
1994). Pennock (1985) described the distribution of chlorophyll in the middle (40 to 
80 km upstream of the mouth) and lower (0 to 40 km upstream of the mouth) portions 
of Delaware Bay. The mid-estuary is the location of oyster seed beds while the lower 
estuary contains the planted grounds (Fig. 1). According to Pennock (1985), there 
are two major periods of chlorophyll accumulation within Delaware Bay. In the mid­
estuary, a phytoplankton bloom occurs from March to May, with concentrations of 
40-60 fig chi a I-1. Lower estuary values are smaller during the summer as compared 
to spring bloom conditions, and do not exceed 10 fig chi a I-1. During the late summer 
and early fall, transient blooms up to 20 fig chi a l-1 can occur in the lower estuary, 
while upper estuary chlorophyll concentrations continue to decrease (Pennock 1985).
The Delaware estuary is very turbid, with seston concentrations up to 100 mg 
I-1 (Fisher et al. 1988). The rate of fluvial sediment input to the Bay is 1.4xl09 kg 
yr-1 (Biggs and Howell 1984). The turbidity maximum occurs 75-110 km upstream 
of the Delaware Bay mouth with suspended sediment concentrations of 60-200 mg 
l-1 (Pennock and Sharp 1986). This corresponds with the upper limits of the salt
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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intrusion (Harding et al. 1986). The lower estuary has the lowest suspended sedi­
ment concentrations. In shallow shoal regions of the lower Bay, suspended sediment 
concentrations can reach 180 mg I-1 compared to concentrations less than 10 mg I-1 
in the central channel (Pennock and Sharp 1986).
2.2 MSX Pathology
The causative agent of MSX, H. nelsoni, is a spore-forming protozoan in the 
phylum, Ascetospora (Levine et al. 1980). Although an infective stage has never been 
identified, it is presumed to be a uninucleated form which is released by the spore stage 
(Farley 1967). The earliest infective stages invade the oyster host through epithelial 
tissue of the oyster gill and palp (Farley 1967; Ford and Tripp 1996). Ford and 
Figueras (1988) found rare instances where infections were initiated through oyster 
gonoducts. As a result of mitosis and possibly sexual reproduction, larger plasmodia 
are produced which line up along the basal lamina between the gill epithelial cells, 
often causing sloughing or the ridding of parasites and host cells (Farley 1967; Ford 
and Tripp 1996). Proliferation of the parasite occurs as the plasmodia invade the 
adjacent connective tissue and blood sinuses of the oyster gill (Farley 1967).
Farley (1967) found that sporulation (the formation of spores) occurred only in 
the digestive diverticula of the oyster. Therefore, spores may escape into the exter­
nal environment by passing through the oyster’s alimentary canal, with the feces. 
Since the method by which MSX transmission occurs is unknown, it has not been 
determined whether spores play a role in transmission directly or whether they must 
undergo a maturation process or be subjected to conditions such as freezing, drying,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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or enzymatic digestion (Farley 1967). Sporulation is rare in adult oysters, however, 
Barber et al. (1991) found that spores were produced in at least 75-85% of the spat 
in which MSX infections became advanced.
Developed H. nelsoni infections within the oyster cause mantle recession, pale 
“digestive gland7’, emaciation and occasional “scabby shell blisters” (Farley 1968, Ford 
and Tripp 1996). Oyster hemocytes usually accumulate in high numbers at infection 
sites (Farley 1968; Ford 1988; Ford and Tripp 1996). Mechanical disruption, tissue 
lysis, an increase in the number of pigment cells, metaplasia of the digestive tubule 
epithelium and fibrosis can occur within oysters as a result of proliferating parasites 
(Farley 1968; Ford and Tripp 1996). Tissue damage and hemocyte accumulations are 
associated with epithelial and systemic infections and are roughly proportional to the 
infection intensity (Ford 1985b; Ford et al. 1993; Ford and Tripp 1996). Barber et 
al. (1988b) found that the oyster glycogen, lipid and protein were all reduced with 
increased H. nelsoni infection intensity, however, reduction of glycogen was greatest. 
Since glycogen is the primary energy storage in oysters, this has a negative effect 
on several physiological processes, such as reproduction (Barber et al. 1988b). For 
example, oyster fecundity and condition index have been observed to decline with 
increased H. nelsoni infections, most likely as a result of metabolic stress within the 
oyster (Barber et al. 1988a). Newell (1985) found that in addition to a decrease in 
the condition index, clearance rate was reduced in oysters with systemic H. nelsoni 
infections. Ford and Figueras (1988) also observed a delay in oyster gametogenesis, 
proportional to H. nelsoni infection intensity.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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2.3 MSX Annual Cycle
The annual cycle (Fig. 2) in MSX was described for the lower Delaware Bay 
by Ford and Haskin (1982). Oysters transplanted from seed beds with little or no 
infection, become infected immediately, and first show signs of MSX infections in 
late July. For the remainder of the summer, infections increase and become more 
intense, due to the growth of H. nelsoni cells as a result of warm summer/earlv fall 
temperatures. Oyster mortality due to MSX infection begins in early August, peaks 
in September and October, then declines with the onset of cold weather.
In late fall, oyster mortality slows while parasites continue to proliferate within 
their hosts. Winter H. nelsoni infections become widespread and intense without 
being immediately lethal. The most severely infected oysters usually do not survive 
the winter and die between early December and late February, a period when the 
oysters are inactive. Also, the over-wintering period is detrimental to H. nelsoni, 
causing a loss of parasites from the oysters (Ford and Haskin 1982). Thus, the 
decline in MSX prevalence between February and March results from the death of 
highly infected oysters as well as a loss of parasites from the oysters.
An increase in MSX infections occurs in April and May, coincident with rising 
temperatures, as a result of a resurgence of infections which were suppressed by low 
winter temperatures (Ford 1985b). High mortalities occur at this time, as does a 
decrease in overall MSX prevalence. Due to higher temperatures in June, the oyster 
immune system is active and can rid the oysters of H. nelsoni parasites, contributing 
to the decrease in MSX prevalence. In addition, the drop in MSX infections during
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 2. Schematic of the annual MSX infection cycle. Solid arrows represent 
the percent of oysters in each infection level (prevalence), with epithelial infections 
representing the lightest infections and general systemic infections representing the 
heaviest infections. The dotted lines represent areas where density dependence on 
cell division occurs and the solid lines are where temperature dependence dominates 
in model simulations. The infection period designates the time in which infections 
begin in uninfected oysters and are designated by the open arrows (from Ford and 
Haskin 1982).
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May, June and July may be a result of sporulation, which releases H. nelsoni cells 
from the oyster. Oysters become re-infected in spring and early summer. If oysters 
are exposed to infective MSX particles late in the season, infections often remain 
dormant until the following spring and oyster mortalities do not occur until June and 
July, approximately 8-9 months following exposure (Ford and Haskin 1988b)
2.4 Environmental Effects on MSX Infections 
Salinity
Field observations have identified important salinity levels for MSX-infected oys­
ters. Andrews (1964, 1983) and Haskin and Ford (1982) noted that MSX is not 
prevalent at salinities below 10 ppt. Although oysters are capable of activity at 
salinities as low as 5 ppt, MSX cannot maintain infections effectively below 15 ppt 
(Andrews 1983). Ford (1985a) observed a rapid loss of parasites as mid-tide salinities 
decreased from 15 to 5 ppt. Full parasitic activity occurs at salinities above 20 ppt 
(Haskin and Ford 1982; Andrews 1983).
Low salinity is observed to be a limiting factor in the distribution of MSX infections 
(Andrews 1964, 1968 and 1983; Sprague et al. 1969; Farley 1975; Haskin and Ford 
1982). MSX-related oyster mortalities in Delaware Bay during the late 1950s and early 
1960s, diminished in an upbay direction (Haskin and Ford 1982). Wide fluctuations 
in salinity occur within Delaware Bay as a result of seasonal variations in freshwater 
inflow and short-term storm events. In late winter and spring, runoff from melting 
snow packs cause wide variations in salinity regimes over several days (Andrews et al. 
1959; Stroup and Lynn 1963; Haas 1977; Andrews 1983). Since MSX infections are
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positively correlated with increased salinity, these short-term variations in freshwater 
input may have subsequent effects on MSX-infected oyster populations. Changes in 
precipitation from wet to dry years may cause MSX-related mortalities of transplanted 
oysters in low salinity areas which were presumed safe, due to an increase in salinity 
(Andrews 1983).
Haskin and Ford (1982) hypothesized two explanations for this decrease in MSX 
prevalence along a salinity gradient in Delaware Bay. The first explanation, which 
does not involve a direct salinity effect, suggested that the principal source of infective 
particles may be near the lower Bay, oyster planted grounds. Therefore, in the upper 
Bay, there may be a reduced concentration of H. nelsoni infective particles due to 
increased distance from their source (Haskin and Ford 1982).
The second hypothesis indicated that the reduction of MSX prevalence in low 
salinity water may be the result of a physiological response, either by the host or 
the parasite. Andrew’s (1983) suggested that low salinities might enhance the oys­
ters’ natural defense mechanisms resulting in active expulsion of the parasite by the 
host. Fisher and Newell (1986) found that in vitro rates of hemocyte locomotion were 
greater in low, rather than high salinity and suggested that enhancement of hemocyte 
activity at low salinity might play a role in the expulsion of H. nelsoni from oysters 
transferred to low salinity. Since the oyster does not osmoregulate, the parasite is 
exposed to salinities that mirror the ambient water. Thus, the parasite may be physi­
ologically incapable of surviving in less than 10 ppt (Andrews 1964, 1983; Haskin and 
Ford 1982; Ford 1985a). Ford (1985a) proposed that a physiological limitation may
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restrict the distribution of MSX in low salinity water. Tolerance to salinity change in 
vitro parallels the distribution of the host and parasite in nature and indicates that 
the reduced occurrence of MSX in low salinity is most probably due to its physio­
logical inability of H. nelsoni to tolerate reduced salinity, rather than to enhanced 
effectiveness of the host’s defense mechanisms (Ford and Haskin 1988a).
Temperature
Field (Ford and Haskin 1982) and laboratory studies (Haskin and Douglass 1971) 
have demonstrated that temperature has a major effect on oyster-H. nelsoni interac­
tions (Ford 1985b). Seasonal temperature changes influence the annual MSX cycle 
(Fig. 2). Major infective periods occur during the warmer months, from May to 
November (Farley, 1975). As temperatures reach 5°C and lower in the winter, both 
the host and parasite are relatively inactive, allowing the infections to undergo remis­
sion (Andrews 1966; Farley 1975). In Delaware Bay, water temperatures rise above 
5°C between mid- and late March, allowing the oysters to become active after their 
lengthy overwintering period. As temperatures continue to increase in spring, infec­
tions intensify rapidly due to the growth of H. nelsoni cells, resulting in significant 
mortalities (Andrews 1966). Between about 5°C and 20°C, the parasite multiplies 
faster than the oyster can control it, while above 20°C, resistant oysters can suppress 
or rid themselves of MSX. Spring prevalences peak as temperatures approach 20°C 
and then many infections disappear above 20°C (Ford and Haskin 1982).
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3. RESEARCH METHODS
3.1 Study Site Distribution
Five sites in Delaware Bay were selected for this study (Fig. 1). Arnolds, Co- 
hansey, Shell Rock and Bennies Beds are on natural seed beds while Miah Maull 
Grounds is located in the planted grounds. The depth of the seed beds range from 5 
to 7 m. The location and area of each seed bed site were described in Fegley et al. 
(1994). Arnolds Bed is located 64.1 to 67.0 km upbay from the mouth of the Bay and 
0.1 to 2.9 km off the New Jersey shore and has an area of 2.32 km2. Cohansey Bed, 
located 54.4 to 58.5 km upbay and 0.1 to 3.4 km offshore is 5.45 km2. Shell Rock 
Bed with an area of 4.04 km2, is located 50.5 to 53.4 km upbay and 1.4 to 3.6 km 
offshore. The seed bed site furthest downbay, Bennies Bed, is located 45.4 to 49.7 km 
upbay and 1.7 to 5.4 km offshore and has an area of 6.36 km2.
3.2 Oyster Population-Haplosporidium nelsoni Model 
General Characteristics
A time dependent oyster population-H. nelsoni model, described in Ford et al. (in 
prep), was the primary r^^arch tool used in this study. The coupled model contains 
separate models to simulate the dynamics of a single size class oyster population (1 
gram dry weight) and the growth of H. nelsoni (Fig. 3). The two models are coupled 
by the relationships which describe the removal of oyster energy by the parasite to 
support its metabolism and relationships which relate the parasite’s rate of division 
and mortality to the host’s mortality. The MSX portion of the model includes density
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dependent and density independent effects which account for the annual MSX cycle 
described in Figure 2.
For the purpose of the model, certain assumptions were made to simulate the 
observed MSX annual cycle. The plateau in MSX infections that occurs in November 
was assumed to result from a density-dependent control on H. nelsoni cell division, 
in which the H. nelsoni cells reach their carrying capacity within the host. The 
decline in MSX prevalence between February and March was assumed to be due to 
a direct effect of cold exposure on the H. nelsoni cells. The spring increase in MSX 
results from the release of the density-dependent control due to a loss of H. nelsoni 
cells, which causes an increase in infections in April and May, coincident with rising 
temperatures. The second decline in MSX prevalence in June is caused by the loss of 
H. nelsoni cells from oysters as a result of sporulation.
Governing Equation
The governing equation for the oyster-parasite interactions allows for H. nelsoni 
infection category to increase or decrease in the systemic (i) and epithelial (j) tissue 
of the oyster (O ) over time and is formulated as:
^  =  ~ s9 ijO ij ~ e9ijO ij ~  sdijO ij — edijO ij (3-1)
+ s 9 i - i j O i - i j  +  e 9 i j - i O i d - i  +  s d i + i j O i + i j  +  e d i j + i O i j + i
where the terms on the right represent the growth and death of H. nelsoni in the 
epithelial (eg, ed) and systemic (sg,sd) oyster tissue, respectively (Fig. 4). The 
division of systemic and epithelial tissue effects is based on the processes understood
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Figure 3. Schematic of the oyster population-H. nelsoni model for a one gram oyster 
population.
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to control the MSX annual cycle shown in Figure 2.
For the purpose of this study, a single oyster size class representing an oyster 
population of one gram dry weight, was used. Thus the model is assumed to be 
representative of average oyster populations. The initial rate of MSX infection to 
uninfected oysters is determined by the infection rate and the ambient infective par­
ticle concentration. The development of oysters with systemic MSX infections (Fig. 
4) is controlled by a diffusion relationship, which allows for the movement of H. nel­
soni cells from the epithelium to the systemic tissue. Oysters move from systemic 
to epithelial infection categories as a result of H. nelsoni mortality, which is related 
to exposure to cold temperatures and low salinity. As shown in Figure 4. oysters 
never reach high epithelial infections without developing systemic infections. Also, 
uninfected oysters can never transfer directly to systemic infection categories without 
first obtaining epithelial infections.
The Oyster Population Model
The time-dependent oyster population model described in Powell et al. (1992, 
1994, 1995 and 1996) and Hofmann et al. (1992, 1994) was used to model an average 
oyster size population. The model includes parameterization for the processes which 
determine the production of somatic and reproductive tissue. These relationships 
include: assimilated ingestion as it depends on the rate of filtration, ambient food 
supply and assimilative efficiency; filtration rate as a function of temperature, salinity, 
turbidity, and current flow; and respiration as it depends on temperature and salinity.
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Figure 4. Oyster population-#, nelsoni model structure. Solid arrows represent 
transfers of oysters between epithelial (j) and systemic (i) infection categories, where 
i= j= 55 infection categories. Open arrows represent those processes which never occur 
within model simulations. The solid line represents the boundary between epithelial 
infections and systemic infections. Uninfected oysters are designated by the bold box.
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The Oyster Population-#, nelsoni Model
The parameterization of the processes which were used to develop the oyster 
population-#, nelsoni model shown in Figure 3 is described by Ford et al. (in prep). 
The # . nelsoni portion of the coupled model is linked to the oyster model by pro­
cesses which affect the growth and death of #. nelsoni within the oyster host. These 
processes include: a density-dependent control on #. nelsoni growth rates based on 
oyster accumulated net production; sporulation as it relates to oyster accumulated 
net production; the effect of oyster filtration on the transmission of # . nelsoni to 
uninfected oysters; and #. nelsoni mortality due to the oyster defense system and 
hemocyte activity, as a function of temperature.
Salinity Parameterizations
The effect of salinity on #. nelsoni mortality was parameterized using measure­
ments of in vitro salinity tolerance of MSX (Ford and Haskin 1988a). This mortality 
effect begins at 15 ppt, is strong from 15 to 5 ppt and causes total #. nelsoni mortality 
below 5 ppt. A sigmoidal function was fit to observations of the fraction of live MSX 
cells remaining after exposure to a range of salinities and modified to ensure that no 
MSX mortality occurred above salinities of 15 ppt (Fig. 5) and is formulated by:
m = -J7---------— - (3.2)
-  e~rS +  1n0
where #=103%, na=.240650%, r= 0 .592456 pp t-1, S  is salinity in ppt and m  is the 
percent of MSX cells still alive after exposure. The salinity response was assumed to 
have a time scale of four days, which reflects the response time of MSX cells to low
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salinity. The death rate (d *) of H. nelsoni was then given by:
death rate =  l° (3.3) 4
where m  is obtained from equation 3.2.
Initial simulations with the above model showed MSX prevalences at the seed beds 
that were higher than those observed (Fegley et al. 1994). Subsequent simulations 
showed that the source of this mismatch was related to the rate at which oysters were 
infected by MSX spores. Further analysis of MSX prevalence data from several sites 
in Delaware Bay suggested a relationship between salinity and the efficiency at which 
MSX spores infect oysters. This correlation may be a surrogate for an intermediate 
host, hypothesized by Ford and Haskin (1982), a decrease in infective particles upbay 
(Haskin and Ford 1982), or some other process which reduces the infectivity of the 
spores at low salinity.
The correlation between salinity and MSX spore infection efficiency was parame­
terized using an empirical relationship of the form:
S E s = 0 .5SE t  ^1.0 + tanh L 6 (^ ~ q17'Q^  (3.4)
where, S E s , is spore infection efficiency and S  is ambient salinity. The amplitude 
of SE s  is further modified by a relationship that introduces temperature effects on 
MSX spore infection efficiency, SE t • This relationship is given by:
S E r =  1- ° - w  <3-5>
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Figure 5. The relationship between salinity and H. nelsoni mortality based on obser­
vations (asterisks) by Ford and Haskin (1988a) of the fraction of live H. nelsoni cells 
remaining after exposure to a range of salinities.
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where Tw is the winter minimum temperature. This relationship linearly decreases 
spore efficiency from 1.0 at 0°C to 0 at 20°C.
The initial simulations for the seed bed sites also showed a decrease in infection 
intensity further upbay, which is inconsistent with observations (Haskin and Ford 
1982) that showed a sharp drop in MSX infection intensity from the planted grounds 
to the seed beds, with little additional change with decreasing salinity. To include 
this effect, an empirical relationship of the form:
was developed, where T R s  is the transfer rate of H. nelsoni cells from the epithelium 
tissue to the systemic tissue as a function of salinity, S. This relationship produces 
increased transfer of MSX cells from the oyster epithelium tissue to the body at low 
salinity. This effect was set to be 0.995 at 12.0 ppt, 0.5 at 15.0 ppt and 0.005 at 18.0
ppt.
3.3 Environmental Data Sets
The environmental factors which force the oyster population-//, nelsoni model are 
salinity, temperature, food and turbidity. These data sets were obtained from the 
Haskin Shellfish Laboratory of Rutgers University and are described in the following 
sections.
Temperature Data Sets
Surface temperature time series measured at approximately weekly intervals were
(3.6)
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available for the period 1981-1986, from the Section E and Ridge sites (Fig. 1), within 
Delaware Bay. The Section E temperature data for each month were averaged to 
construct a monthly-averaged temperature time series that was assumed to represent 
average temperature conditions at the seed bed sites (Fig. 6A, solid line). The Ridge 
data was also monthly-averaged for use as an average temperature time series at the 
planted ground site (Fig. 6A, dot-dashed line). Temperatures for both time series 
begin to increase during February and reach maximum temperatures («  26°C) in 
July and August (Fig. 6A). Temperatures then begin to drop with the onset of fall. 
A minimum temperature (2°C) is reached by February. Hypothetical temperature 
time series where temperatures do not fall below 5°C were created by increasing the 
January to February temperatures to 5°C at both the Section E and Ridge sites. 
These time series were assumed to be representative of a warmer-than-average winter 
(Figure 7A).
Food Data Sets
Surface chlorophyll a was measured at the Section E and Ridge sites (Fig. 1) 
and time series of these data were available for 1981-1986. Data for each month were 
averaged to construct a monthlv-averaged time series of chlorophyll a for the Section 
E and Ridge sites, to provide food conditions at the seed bed and planted ground 
sites, respectively (Fig. 6B).
Overall, chlorophyll measurements were approximately 5 tig I-1 higher at Ridge 
than at Section E (Fig. 6B). The chlorophyll a time series at Section E and Ridge 
showed an increase in chlorophyll a beginning in January and February, respectively.
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Figure 6. Time series of environmental data measured by the Haskin Shellfish Re­
search Laboratory, used as input to the model to simulate average conditions. Panels 
A, B and C show time series of temperature, food and turbidity (TSP=total sus­
pended particulate) data, respectively, for seed bed (Section E) and planted ground 
(Ridge) sites. Panel D shows mean salinity time series, estimated from freshwater 
inflow data, for the seed bed (Arnolds, Cohansey, Shell Rock and Bennies Beds) and 
planted ground (Miah MauII Grounds) sites.
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a late spring (May) phytoplankton bloom at the seed bed (Section E) and planted 
ground (Ridge) sites.
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Maximum chlorophyll a concentrations occurred during March and were approxi­
mately 55 fig l-1 at Section E and 40 fig I-1 at Ridge. Chlorophyll a then decreased 
at Section E, with a minimum of approximately 8 fig I-1 occurring in October. A 
slight increase to 32 fig I-1 during May occurred at Ridge. Ridge chlorophyll a levels 
then decreased to a minimum of 3 fig I-1 in October.
To simulate the presence of a fall bloom at the seed bed and planted ground 
stations, a maximum in chlorophyll a of 20 fig l~l was added to the Section E and 
Ridge time series in September (Fig. 7B). For the late spring bloom simulations for 
the seed bed and planted ground sites, an increase of 50 fig l-1 chi a was added in May 
to both the Section E and Ridge data sets (Figure 7C). These values are consistent 
with those measured during bloom conditions in Delaware Bay (Pennock 1985).
Turbidity Data Sets
Total suspended particulates were measured at the Section E and Ridge sites (Fig.
1) for 1981 to 1986. Data for each month were averaged to construct a one year, 
monthly-averaged time series of turbidity at the seed bed (Section E) and planted 
ground (Ridge) sites. Turbidity was relatively constant at Section E with a slight 
increase in May to 16xl03 fig I-1 (Fig. 6C, solid line). The Ridge turbidity time 
series was more variable than Section E, ranging from 20xl03 fig I-1 in November to 
41xl03 fig l_1 in August (Fig 6C. dot-dashed line). Turbidity values were greater at 
Ridge for all months.
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Table 1. Derived constants for the Delaware River flow - Delaware Bay salinity 
relationship (y = a + bxc) for the five stations displayed in Figure 1, where y is the 
salinity in ppt and x  is river flow in ft3 s-1 (From Haskin 1972).
S ta tio n a b c
ppt ppt(s f t_3)c non-dimensional
Arnolds Bed -37.58 99.32 -0.08036
Cohansey Bed -38.91 102.32 -0.07465
Shell Rock Bed -45.91 104.95 -0.06083
Bennies Bed -64.25 122.04 -0.04575
Miah Maull Grounds 19.86 152.16 -0.41722
Salinity Data Sets
Monthly-averaged Delaware River flow for the period 1913-1993 was measured 
at Trenton, N.J by the United States Geological Survey. Salinity time series were 
calculated for 1953 to 1993, using a relationship between Delaware River flow and 
salinity derived by Haskin (1972):
y = a + bxc (3.7)
where y is salinity in ppt calculated from the mean 30-day river flow (a:) in ft3 s_l (1 
ft3 s-1 =  2.83xl0-2 m3 s_l ). Derived values of a, b, and c for each of the five stations 
shown in Figure 1 are presented in Table 1. The resultant salinity time series was 
used to construct time series for input into the oyster population-//, nelsoni model.
At each site, 20% of the years with the highest monthly-averaged salinity were
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averaged and the resultant time series was assumed to be representative of a year 
with low freshwater runoff (Fig. 8A). Similarly, the eight (20%) years with lowest 
monthly mean salinities were also averaged for each site and the salinity time series 
was taken to represent a year with high freshwater runoff (Fig. 8B). The remaining 
24 years (60%) of monthly mean salinities were averaged to create a mean freshwater 
runoff time series.
The mean salinity time series (Fig 6D) showed a decrease in salinity in the late 
winter, early spring. A minimum occurred in April. Salinity increased from April to a 
maximum in September. Salinity ranged from approximately 7 to 13 ppt at Arnolds 
Bed, 10 to 16 ppt at Cohansey Bed, 11 to 17 ppt at Shell Rock Bed, 13 to 19 ppt at 
Bennies Bed and 21 to 25 ppt at Miah Maull Grounds.
Salinity time series for low freshwater conditions (Fig 8A) were higher than mean 
salinity conditions (Fig. 6D). Salinity dropped from August to March where a min­
imum occurred. Maximum salinities occurred in August. Salinity at Arnolds Bed, 
Cohansey Bed, Shell Rock Bed, Bennies Bed and Miah Maull Grounds ranged from 
approximately 10 to 15, 12 to 18, 14 to 19, 16 to 21 and 23 to 26 ppt, respectively.
High freshwater discharge conditions (Fig. 8B) caused mean salinities to be lower 
than average conditions at all sites (Fig. 1). A minimum in salinity occurred during 
April and increased in the spring, causing a maximum to occur in August. Salinity 
ranges were approximately 5 to 10 ppt at Arnolds Bed, 8 to 12 at Cohansey Bed, 
10 to 14 at Shell Rock Bed, 11 to 16 at Bennies Bed and 22 to 23 at Miah Maull 
Grounds. To simulate an early (February) and a late (May) freshwater runoff case,
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Figure 8. Idealized time series of salinity, constructed from Delaware River flow 
measurements, used as input to the model to simulate A) low freshwater runoff B) 
high freshwater runoff C) a year with an early spring (February) freshwater runoff 
period and D) a year with a late spring (May) freshwater runoff period at seed bed 
(Arnolds, Cohansey, Shell Rock and Bennies Beds) and planted ground (Miah Maull 
Grounds) sites.
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the timing of the maximum freshwater discharge which occurred during March in the 
mean time series (Fig. 6D) was moved to February and May, respectively (Figs. 8C 
and 8D).
MSX Intensity and Prevalence Data
MSX intensity and prevalence was measured for 1959-1992 by personnel from 
the Haskin Shellfish Research Laboratory. These data were obtained as described in 
Fegley et al. (1994). Prevalence is a measure of the percent of the population infected 
with MSX, while intensity measures the distribution and abundance of the parasites 
within the oyster host. Briefly, samples of oysters from each study site were obtained 
by dredge during late autumn/early winter and the following late spring (usually 
May) of each MSX year (July 1 to June 30 of the following year). The oysters 
were returned to the laboratory where they were prepared for histological analysis 
of MSX prevalence and intensity (Ford and Haskin 1982). Microscopic examination 
of stained tissue sections were used to determine the location of H. nelsoni cells in 
the oyster, which is used as one measurement of infection intensity. The oysters were 
then assigned a value from a scale that combines the distribution of H. nelsoni in the 
oyster tissue with parasite abundance:
UD=undetectable infections 
1=H. nelsoni cells in the gill epithelium only 
2=Subepithelial/local infections 
3=Light systemic infections 
4=Advanced systemic infections
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The percent of oysters where infections were undetectable by microscopic analysis 
are represented in Figure 2 by the percent of oysters which do not have category 1, 2, 3 
or 4 infections. Epithelial infections (category 1) are those in which H. nelsoni cells are 
present only in the epithelial layer of the gill. Subepithelial local infections (category
2) occur when the H. nelsoni cells break through the basal membrane between the 
epithelium and the main body, however, they have not spread throughout the body. 
General systemic infections signify the spread of H. nelsoni cells throughout the body 
(i.e. by the circulatory system) of the oyster from the gill epithelium. Parasite 
abundance in systemic infections ranges from light to heavy (categories 3 and 4, 
respectively). Mortality begins not long after systemic infections appear (Ford and 
Haskin 1982).
For quantification of the intensity of the disease in model simulations, the model 
used 55 infection levels, corresponding to number of parasites (g wet weight)-1, for 
systemic and epithelial infections. These levels were converted to the five-category 
scale described previously (Fig. 9). As shown in Figure 9, oysters never reach high 
epithelial infections without first becoming systemic. Also, uninfected oysters can 
never become systemic without first obtaining epithelial infections.
The observed MSX prevalences and intensities from the seed bed and planted 
ground sites were used to verify the simulated MSX prevalences and intensities ob­
tained from model simulations. To facilitate comparisons, the observed early spring 
prevalence and intensity data for May and June were averaged for each year. Similarly, 
late fall (November to December) MSX prevalence and intensity data were averaged
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Figure 9. Schematic of the conversion from simulated MSX infection levels to the 5 
category infection scale. The UD, 1, 2, 3 and 4 infection categories are designated 
by boxes and indicate undetectable, epithelial, subepithelial local, light systemic and 
advanced systemic infections, respectively. The area labeled no oysters indicates a 
category of epithelial MSX infection that oysters never reach. The region designated 
as dead oysters represents categories of unrealistically high MSX infections and thus 
represent infection categories at which oysters can no longer survive.
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to represent the winter period, the time when maximum MSX infection prevalence 
occurs. Category 1 and 2 infections were combined to represent the prevalence of 
localized infections and categories 3 and 4 were combined to represent systemic infec­
tions. These averaged data were used to construct a time series of MSX prevalence 
and intensity for localized and systemic infections in oyster populations at each seed 
bed and planted ground site (Fig. 10). Since measurements at Miah Maull Grounds 
were sparse, time series were constructed for Deepwater and Southwest Line planted 
grounds (Fig. 1) and were used for comparison with Miah Maull simulations (Fig. 
11 ).
Model Implementation
The oyster population-H. nelsoni model was solved numerically using the two 
step pseudo-steady-state approximation scheme (Verwer and van Loon 1994). Each 
simulation began on June 1 and extended for three years, with the first two years 
needed for the solution to reach a steady state. Each simulated MSX year does not 
start with an uninfected population, but with the infection intensity and prevalence 
that remained at the end of the previous MSX year. A time step of one hour was 
used.
In order to investigate the effect of environmental variability on the prevalence 
and intensity of MSX in Delaware Bay oyster populations, a number of simulations 
were considered under various environmental conditions and are summarized in Table 
2. A reference simulation was run for each site using mean environmental conditions. 
A series of simulations to determine the influence of the freshwater runoff on the
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Figure 10. Prevalence and intensity of H. nelsoni infections for A) Arnolds Bed, B) 
Cohansey Bed, C) Shell Rock Bed, D) Bennies Bed, and E) Miah Maull Grounds 
constructed from measurements of MSX prevalence and intensity obtained by the 
Haskin Shellfish Research Laboratory as described in Fegley et al. (1994). Solid 
portions of bars represent localized infections of infection categories 1 and 2; clear 
portions represent systemic infections of infection categories 3 and 4. Bars on the left 
of the tick mark represent an average of May and June measurements; bars on the 
right represent an average between November and December measurements. Periods 
when no data were available are indicated by N.
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Figure 11. Prevalence and intensity of H. nelsoni infections for A) Southwest Line and 
B) Deepwater planted grounds constructed from measurements of MSX prevalence 
and intensity obtained by the Haskin Shellfish Research Laboratory as described in 
Fegley et al. (1994). Solid portions of bars represent localized infections of infection 
categories 1 and 2; clear portions represent systemic infections of infection categories 
3 and 4. Bars on the left of the tick mark represent an average of May and June mea­
surements; bars on the right represent an average between November and December 
measurements. Periods when no data  were available are indicated by N.
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prevalence and intensity of MSX in Delaware Bay oyster populations were run and 
compared to the reference simulation. The effect of the timing of the freshwater runoff 
on the prevalence and intensity of MSX in oyster populations was investigated next. 
To determine the importance of food in relation to salinity effects, simulations were 
run with the addition of a fall (September) or a delayed spring (May) phytoplankton 
bloom. Finally, the effect of temperature on MSX-infected oyster populations was 
investigated by invoking unusually high (> 5°C) winter temperatures.
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Table 2. Environmental time series for model simulations. Salinity for Arnolds, Co- 
hansey, Shell Rock and Bennies Beds and Miah Maull Grounds are indicated by A, 
C, S, B and M, respectively. ’Dry’ and ’wet’ indicate low and high freshwater runoff, 
respectively. Timing of freshwater discharge is indicated by the month to which the 
spring discharge event was moved. R and E represent time series constructed from 
measurements at Ridge and Section E sites, respectively. Time series in which temper­
atures remained above 5°C are indicated by > 5°C. The addition of a phytoplankton 
bloom is indicated by the month in which an increase in food was added.
S im u la tio n S ite T em p eratu re Salin ity F ood  S u p p ly T urbid ity
(°C) (ppt) { f i g  chi a  l~ l ) (mg r l)
A E A E E
C E C E E
reference s E S E E
B E B E E
M R M R R
A E A dry E E
low C E C dry E E
fresh­ S E S dry E E
water B E B dry E E
M R M dry R R
A E A wet E E
high C E C wet E E
fresh­ S E S wet E E
water B E B wet E E
M R M wet R R
A E A Feb E E
early C E C Feb E E
spring S E S Feb E E
runoff B E B Feb E E
M R M Feb R R
A E A May E E
late C E C May E E
spring S E S May E E
runoff B E B May E E
M R M May R R
A E A E May E
late C E C E May E
spring S E S E May E
bloom B E B E May E
M R M R May R
A E A E Sep E
C E C E Sep E
fall S E S E Sep E
bloom B E B E Sep E
M R M R Sep R
A E>5°C A E E
warm C E>5°C C E E
winter S E>5°C S E E
B E>5°C B E E
M R>5°C M R R
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Statistical Analysis
To analyze variations in intensity, prevalence and timing of MSX in Delaware Bay 
oyster populations as a result of the various environmental scenarios, several statistical 
analysis were performed on the simulated output. The maximum difference, average 
difference, root mean square (RMS) and correlation coefficient (r) were calculated 
for each site to compare each simulation to the reference simulation. These analyses 
were performed between time series of MSX prevalence at each intensity category 
for the hypothetical simulation and the corresponding time series for the reference 
simulation.
The maximum difference was calculated to determine the maximum difference 
between the two simulations and is given by:
maximum difference =  max(\ Asj  — B sj  |) (3.8)
where .4SJ =  .4(f) or the MSX prevalence time series for a given site (s) and MSX
intensity category (j) and £ SJ =  B(t) for the reference simulation at the same site
and intensity category.
The average difference was calculated in a similar way to show the average differ­
ence between the two simulations and is given by:
1 Taverage difference =  — | (Asj  — B sj )  | (3.9)
T  3=1
where T  is the length of the simulated time series produced by model simulations.
The root mean square was also calculated between the two time series A(t) and
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B(t) as:
RMS =
\
(3.10)
1  J  =  1
A Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (r) was calculated between each test 
(A(t )) and the reference simulation (B(t )) for each intensity category, at each site 
using:
^ t S u T s  ( 3 U )
where Cab =  YlJ=i(^s,j ~ — B) and .4 and B  are the mean for time series
Asj  and Bsj ,  respectively. This provides a measure of the coherence in changes at a 
given site. However, maximum values at the sites can vary.
Prevalence difference anomalies were calculated between each test simulation and 
the reference simulation to determine when maximum differences occurred. The 
prevalence difference anomaly was calculated as:
prevalence difference anomaly = (Asj(t)  — BSJ(t)) — average difference. (3.12)
Prevalence difference anomaly was used to determine at what time of the year salinity, 
food and temperature perturbations caused the greatest affect on MSX-infected oyster 
populations.
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4. RESULTS
4.1 Reference Simulations
The first set of simulations with the oyster-H. nelsoni model were to establish the 
basic time development of MSX prevalence and intensity at the seed bed and planted 
ground sites. These simulations were forced by average environmental conditions 
(Table 2) at each location. The resultant reference simulations provide a basis for 
comparison with simulations produced from different extreme environmental condi­
tions.
At Arnolds Bed, the mean environmental conditions produce no MSX infections 
(Fig. 12A). MSX infections are first produced at Cohansey Bed during August (Fig. 
12B), increase in prevalence and intensity during the fall and reach a maximum in 
prevalence of 9% during December. By this time, approximately 50% of the infections 
were systemic. MSX infections decrease in February and do not appear in the spring.
The onset of infections at Shell Rock Bed begins in July (Fig. 12C), with lit­
tle difference in infection prevalence and intensity from November to February. A 
maximum prevalence of 20% occurs during January, with approximately 50% of the 
MSX infections reaching systemic levels. As was found at Cohansey Bed, simulated 
MSX infections at Shell Rock Bed are lost from the population in February and do 
not appear in the spring. At Bennies Bed, MSX infections are first observed in June 
(Fig 12D), and increase in prevalence and intensity through summer and fall, reach­
ing maximum intensity (approximately 50% systemic) and prevalence (approximately
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Figure 12. Simulated, time evolution of MSX prevalence and intensity produced by 
average environmental conditions for A) Arnolds Bed, B) Cohansey Bed, C) Shell 
Rock Bed, D) Bennies Bed, and E) Miah Maull Grounds. Numbers 1 through 4 
refer to the cumulative percentage of total oysters (prevalence) with epithelial (1), 
subepithelial local (2), light systemic (3) and advanced systemic (4) infections. The 
area above the category 4 line represents the portion of oysters with undetectable 
infections.
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50%) by December. A loss of systemic MSX infections occurs in March, when MSX 
prevalence decreases to approximately 15%. A slight increase in simulated MSX in­
tensity occurs from April to June as a result of increased temperatures and salinity 
values that stimulate parasite growth.
The reference simulation for Miah Maull Grounds produces the highest MSX infec­
tion prevalence and intensity compared to the other sites (Fig. 12E). MSX infections 
are first observed in July and increase to prevalences of 65% by December. Approx­
imately 40% of the MSX infections are systemic by this time. A loss of systemic 
MSX infections occurs in March and April, causing a decrease in MSX prevalence 
to approximately 40% infected. A second increase in MSX infection intensity and 
prevalence occurs and peaks in late May. A drop in MSX infection prevalence to 5% 
occurs by July.
4.2 Extremes in Freshwater Runoff Simulations 
Low Freshwater Runoff
During periods when freshwater runoff is lower than average, salinity in Delaware 
Bay increases (Fig. 8A). These conditions produce MSX infections at Arnolds Bed 
beginning in August (Fig. 13A), which are not produced under average conditions 
(Fig. 12A). The MSX infections remain at detectable levels throughout the fall, 
reaching a prevalence of 8% by December. Approximately, 50% of the MSX infections 
are systemic by this time. A complete loss of MSX infection occurs during January 
and do not appear in the spring.
High salinity conditions at Cohansey Bed produce detectable MSX infections in
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Figure 13. Simulated, time evolution of MSX prevalence and intensity produced by 
low freshwater conditions at A) Arnolds Bed, B) Cohansey Bed, C) Shell Rock Bed, 
D) Bennies Bed, and E) Miah Maull Grounds. Numbers 1 through 4 refer to the 
cumulative percentage of total oysters (prevalence) with epithelial (1), subepithelial 
local (2), light systemic (3) and advanced systemic (4) infections. The area above the 
category 4 line represents the portion of oysters with undetectable infections.
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June which reach maximum prevalence (37%) and intensity (approximately 50% sys­
temic) by January (Fig. 13B). Little difference in MSX intensity and prevalence 
occurred from November to February. During March the MSX prevalences drop to 
approximately 3%, with all the infections being category 1. Appearance of MSX infec­
tion does not occur during spring. Low freshwater conditions caused higher maximum 
prevalences and intensities to occur compared to average environmental conditions 
(Fig 12B) at this site.
At Shell Rock Bed (Fig. 13C) MSX infections also have higher maximum preva­
lences than simulations of average conditions (Fig. 12C) and are well established by 
July, reaching 52% prevalence by January. Approximately 45% of the infections are 
systemic by this time. Loss of systemic infections occurs during March, causing a de­
crease in MSX prevalence to 23%. MSX infection intensity and prevalence increases 
with MSX prevalence approaching 32% by June. Infections are approximately 70% 
systemic by this time, and reach category 4 levels, which are not observed under av­
erage conditions (Fig. 12C). The pattern of MSX infection and prevalence at Bennies 
Bed and Miah Maull Grounds (Figs. 13D and E) is similar to that observed at Shell 
Rock Bed. However, these sites show a complete loss of systemic infection during 
June of the second year. Prevalences peak at approximately 68% in January at both 
sites. Simulations at both sites show higher prevalences than occur under average 
conditions (Figs. 12D and E).
High Freshwater Runoff
The salinity conditions during periods of high freshwater runoff (Fig. 8B) result
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in no MSX infections at Arnolds Bed as was observed in the reference simulation. A 
complete loss of infections occurs at Cohansey Bed and Shell Rock Bed. which are 
produced under average environmental conditions (Figs. 12A, B and C). The onset of 
MSX infections appear at Bennies Bed in July and reach a maximum prevalence of 9% 
during December and January, which is lower than average conditions (Figs. 12D and 
14A). Also, no category 4 infections are produced during high freshwater conditions 
as are observed under average conditions. Approximately 50% of the infections were 
systemic by this time. A complete loss of MSX infections occurs by February with 
no further increase in MSX infections during the spring.
Little difference occurs under high freshwater conditions compared to average 
conditions at Miah Maull Grounds (Figs. 12E and 14B). MSX infections appear 
beginning in July and peak at about 60% during December (Fig. 14B). Approximately 
40% of the MSX infections are systemic by December. A loss of systemic infections 
occurs during April, when prevalences decrease to 35%. A second increase in MSX 
infection prevalence and intensity occurs during the next spring, followed by a loss of 
highly infected oysters the following June.
4.3 Timing of Freshwater Runoff Simulations
Variations in the timing of the maximum freshwater runoff from early (Fig. 8C) to 
late spring (Fig. 8D) affects the MSX prevalence and intensity only at Bennies Bed. 
According to Figure 15A, significant MSX infection occurs in early summer when 
freshwater runoff is early (February); whereas, late freshwater runoff (May) results in 
delay of MSX infection until later in the summer (Fig. 15B). MSX infections appear
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Figure 14. Simulated, time evolution of MSX prevalence and intensity produced by 
high freshwater discharge conditions at A) Bennies Bed and B) Miah Maull Grounds. 
Numbers 1 through 4 refer to the cumulative percentage of total oysters (prevalence) 
with epithelial (1), subepithelial local (2), light systemic (3) and advanced systemic 
(4) infections. The area above the category 4 line represents the portion of oysters 
with undetectable infections.
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in July, increase to a maximum in December and January and begin to decline in 
February during both early and late spring runoff conditions. Early spring runoff 
conditions cause a drop in MSX prevalence and intensity in March which is higher 
than average and late freshwater runoff simulations and reaches 5% prevalence (Fig. 
12D). A minimum of 22% prevalence occurs during late spring runoff conditions. A 
complete loss of systemic infections occurs during March under early spring freshwater 
runoff conditions whereas approximately 3% of the March MSX infections during 
late spring runoff conditions were still systemic. Prevalences increase under both 
conditions during the summer, however higher prevalences and intensities occur under 
late spring freshwater runoff conditions. Approximately 100% of the June infections 
reach systemic levels, resulting in a second loss of infections to occur in July, which did 
not occur under average environmental conditions (Fig. 12D). No loss of infections 
occurs during July under early spring runoff conditions.
4.4 Phytoplankton Bloom Simulations
Increasing the food supply in September to simulate a fall bloom (Fig. 7B) did 
not change the simulated MSX prevalences and intensities relative to those obtained 
using average environmental conditions (Fig. 12). Delaying the spring phytoplankton 
bloom, which normally occurs during March, to May (Fig. 7C) only has an effect at 
Shell Rock and Bennies Beds, where a slight decrease in winter MSX prevalence is 
produced at both beds (16A and B) under late bloom conditions. MSX prevalences 
reach 19 and 45% in January, which is 1 and 5% lower than prevalences which occur 
during average conditions at Shell Rock Bed (Fig. 12C) and Bennies Bed (Fig. 12D),
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Figure 15. Simulated, time evolution of MSX prevalence and intensity at Bennies 
Bed for A) early (February) and B) late (May) high freshwater discharge events. 
Numbers 1 through 4 refer to the cumulative percentage of total oysters (prevalence) 
with epithelial (1), subepithelial local (2), light systemic (3) and advanced systemic 
(4) infections. The area above the category 4 line represents the portion of oysters 
with undetectable infections.
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respectively.
4.5 Warm Winter Simulations
For years in which winter temperatures remain above 5°C (Fig. 7A), no MSX 
infections occur at Arnolds Bed (Fig. 17A), due to low salinity in this location. How­
ever, large variability in the annual cycle of MSX prevalence and intensity occurs 
at the other seed bed (Fig. 17B, C and D) and planted ground (Fig. 17E) sites, 
compared to average conditions (Figs. 12B, C, D and E). Maximum winter preva­
lences are approximately the same between warm winter and average environmental 
conditions, however, the loss of infections which occurs during the spring under av­
erage conditions does not occur under warm winter conditions at all sites. By April 
approximately 100% of the MSX infections are systemic at all sites. This results in 
almost a complete loss of simulated MSX-infected oysters by July at all sites except 
Cohansey Bed, where this loss occurs during May.
4.6 Statistical analysis of model output
Model simulations were run for a period of three years with the same input data 
for all years. The first two years were needed for the solution to reach a steady 
state. Therefore, all statistical analyses were done using the third year of simulations 
only. The maximum difference, average difference, root mean square (RMS) and 
correlation coefficients (r) between the reference simulation (average conditions) and 
each simulation with varied environmental conditions were calculated to quantify the 
effects of environmental variability on MSX prevalence and intensity.
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Figure 16. Simulated, time evolution of MSX prevalence and intensity produced by 
a late spring (May) phytoplankton bloom at A) Shell Rock and B) Bennies Beds. 
Numbers 1 through 4 refer to the cumulative percentage of total oysters (prevalence) 
with epithelial (1), subepithelial local (2), light systemic (3) and advanced systemic 
(4) infections. The area above the category 4 line represents the portion of oysters 
with undetectable infections.
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Figure 17. Simulated time evolution of MSX prevalence and intensity produced by 
warm winter conditions at A) Arnolds Bed, B) Cohansey Bed, C) Shell Rock Bed, 
D) Bennies Bed, and E) Miah Maull Grounds. Numbers 1 through 4 refer to the 
cumulative percentage of total oysters (prevalence) with epithelial (1), subepithelial 
local (2), light systemic (3) and advanced systemic (4) infections. The area above the 
category 4 line represents the portion of oysters with undetectable infections.
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Variation in Magnitude of Freshwater 
Low Freshwater Discharge
Conditions of low freshwater discharge have the largest effect on the undetectable 
MSX infection category at all sites as shown by the maximum difference and the 
average difference values (Table 3). This reflects the increased incidence of MSX in­
fection during low freshwater (high salinity) conditions. This is consistent with the 
RMS values at all sites, which are also highest at the undetectable infection cate­
gory, signifying the greatest difference between the simulated MSX prevalence during 
low freshwater runoff and average runoff conditions. The largest differences between 
simulated MSX prevalence under low freshwater and average runoff conditions occurs 
at mid-bay sites, as suggested by the high maximum difference, average difference 
and RMS values. Low correlation coefficients were also calculated at Shell Rock and 
Bennies Beds at MSX infection categories 1, 3 and 4. This reflects the increase in 
infection intensity from lower infection categories (category 1), to higher ones (cat­
egories 3 and 4), which is also suggested by the large maximum difference values at 
these categories. Correlation coefficients are 1.0 at every infection category' at Miah 
Maull Grounds, which indicates that little change in the annual cycle of MSX preva­
lence and intensity occurs under low freshwater conditions, at this site. This is further 
indicated by the low maximum difference, average difference and RMS values. This is 
consistent with field observations where little change in the annual cycle is observed 
in the planted grounds due to %rariations in river flow (Haskin and Ford 1982).
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Table 3. Results from statistical analysis between low freshwater runoff and ref­
erence simulations at the seed bed and planted ground sites. Intensity categories 
represent the strength of the disease where UD=undetectable infections, ^ e p ith e ­
lial, 2=subepithelial local, 3=light systemic and 4=systemic infections. Maximum 
and Average represent the maximum and average prevalence differences, respectively. 
RMS represents the root mean square error and r is the correlation coefficient. Bold 
is used to emphasize extreme differences.
Site In ten sity  C a teg o ry M axim u m  (%) A verage (%) R M S  (%) r
UD 8.03 2.42 4.02 0 .44
1 3.62 1.07 1.70 0.93
Arnolds 2 2.03 0.44 0.78 0.87
Bed 3 4.86 0.90 1.76 0.92
4 0.10 0.01 0.03 -
UD 34.93 15.26 18.62 0.84
1 22.29 7.86 9.60 0.71
Cohansey 2 11.20 3.04 4.47 0.89
Bed 3 11.46 2.24 3.41 0.87
4 5.95 2.10 3.11 0.91
UD 44.68 29.32 30.12 0.72
1 27.85 13.92 15.08 0 .44
Shell Rock 2 15.99 5.39 6.22 0.60
Bed 3 19.67 4.85 6.61 0.48
4 12.15 5.29 6.63 0.71
UD 40.03 19.00 21.19 0.81
1 16.82 9.21 9.83 0.92
Bennies 2 30.84 4.30 7.37 0.81
Bed 3 20.89 3.52 5.50 0.73
4 37 .87 5.73 9.89 0.40
UD 3.32 2.58 2.74 1.00
Miah 1 1.86 0.85 1.07 1.00
Maull 2 2.10 0.61 0.78 1.00
Grounds 3 0.65 0.34 0.41 1.00
4 3.15 0.78 1.11 1.00
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High Freshwater Discharge
Similar to low freshwater discharge conditions, the greatest variation in simulated 
prevalences during high freshwater runoff conditions occurs at the undetectable infec­
tion category, at all seed bed and planted ground sites. This reflects the loss of MSX 
infections under high freshwater discharge conditions (Table 4). Maximum difference, 
average difference, and RMS values are highest for undetectable MSX infections at 
all Delaware Bay sites, however, the greatest variability occurs at Bennies Bed. A 
low correlation coefficient was also calculated at this site for infection category 1, re­
flecting the increase in low intensity MSX infections under high freshwater discharge 
conditions. Correlation coefficients are positive at all sites and infection categories, 
however, values are greater than 0.99 at all MSX infection categories at Miah Maull 
Grounds. In addition, maximum difference, average difference and RMS are lowest at 
this site, indicating that little variability in infection intensity and prevalence occur 
under high freshwater conditions at Miah Maull Grounds.
Variation in Timing of Freshwater Discharge 
Early Spring Freshwater Runoff
The simulated MSX prevalences and intensities obtained for early freshwater 
runoff conditions at Arnolds Bed, Cohansey Bed, Shell Rock Bed and Miah Maull 
Grounds do not differ significantly from those obtained with the reference simula­
tions. Overall, the RMS values for simulation comparison are less than 0.37% and 
the correlation coefficients were greater than 0.98. The only significant differences 
between the early spring runoff (February) simulations and the reference simulations
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Table 4. Results from statistical analysis between high freshwater runoff and ref­
erence simulations at the seed bed and planted ground sites. Intensity categories 
represent the strength of the disease where UD=undetectable infections, l=epithe- 
lial, 2=subepithelial local, 3=light systemic and 4=systemic infections. Maximum 
and Average represent the maximum and average prevalence differences, respectively. 
RMS represents the root mean square error and r is the correlation coefficient. Bold 
is used to emphasize extreme differences.
S ta tio n In ten sity  C ategory M a x im u m  (%) A verage (%) R M S  (%) r
UD 8.82 2.73 4.49 -
1 4.31 1.27 2.01 0.86
Cohansey 2 2.58 0.53 0.93 0.74
Bed 3 5.15 0.92 1.81 0.84
4 0.22 0.02 0.06 -
UD 19.72 6.57 10 .18 0.74
1 12 .67 3.45 5.24 0.88
Shell Rock 2 6.43 1.36 2.47 0.90
Bed 3 11 .77 1.65 3.42 0.96
4 0.70 0.11 0.23 -
UD 44 .43 28.04 2 9 .3 5 0.81
1 26 .06 13.43 14 .28 0.40
Bennies 2 13 .50 5.60 6.70 0.64
Bed 3 12.93 4.56 5.55 0.55
4 10.04 4.46 5.92 0.79
UD 5.36 4.14 4.40 1.00
Miah 1 2.91 1.47 1.75 0.99
Maull 2 3.25 0.93 1.19 1.00
Grounds 3 1.27 0.55 0.64 1.00
4 4.89 1.20 1.71 1.00
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Table 5. Results from statistical analysis between early spring freshwater runoff, late 
spring freshwater runoff and reference simulations at Bennies Bed. Intensity cate­
gories represent the strength of the disease where UD=undetectable infections, ^ e p ­
ithelial, 2=subepithelial local, 3=light systemic and 4=systemic infections. Maximum 
and Average represent the maximum and average prevalence differences, respectively. 
RMS represents the root mean square error and r is the correlation coefficient. Bold 
is used to emphasize extreme differences.
S im ulation In ten sity  C ategory M axim u m  (%) A v era g e  (%) R M S (%) r
UD 14.46 6.01 7.21 0.94
Early 1 11.26 3.07 4.63 0.59
Freshwater 2 6.61 1.28 1.79 0.84
Runoff 3 9.30 1.58 2.78 0.78
4 2.45 1.01 1.37 0.96
UD 18.40 5.01 7.60 0.90
Late 1 10.45 3.53 4.66 0.92
Freshwater 2 9.73 1.66 2.64 0.89
Runoff 3 27 .94 4.01 8.20 0.79
4 4.74 1.37 2.04 0.93
occur at Bennies Bed. Early spring freshwater runoff conditions show highest vari­
ations in MSX prevalence from average conditions at undetectable and category 1 
MSX infections at Bennies Bed, as indicated by the maximum difference value at 
these categories (Table 5). A relatively low correlation was also produced at MSX in­
fection category 1, reflecting an increase in low intensity MSX infections from higher 
categories as a result of an early spring runoff event.
Late Spring Freshwater Runoff
No significant differences are observed for Arnolds Bed, Cohansey Bed, Shell Rock 
Bed and Miah Maull Grounds, under late spring (May) runoff conditions. For all 
simulations, the RMS values computed relative to the reference simulations are less 
than 0.11% and the correlation coefficients are greater than 0.98. Differences are only 
observed at Bennies Bed under late spring runoff conditions. The highest variability
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from average conditions occurs in undetectable and category 3 infections during late 
spring runoff conditions at Bennies Bed (Table 5). The maximum difference and RMS 
is highest at the category 3 MSX infection category, reflecting an increase in higher 
intensity infections under late spring runoff conditions. Also, the lowest correlation 
coefficient was calculated for this infection category. The average difference value 
is also high in the undetectable MSX infection category due to an increase in MSX 
infections, under these conditions.
Timing of Phytoplankton Bloom
The addition of a fall bloom in September has no effect on any of the seed bed 
or planted ground sites. This is reflected in the RMS values which are always less 
than 0.81% and correlation coefficients that are greater than 0.96. Similarly, delay 
of the spring bloom from March to May has no effect on simulated MSX prevalence 
and intensity at any of the seed bed or planted ground sites. The RMS values are 
less than 2.73% and correlation coefficients, r. are greater than 0.90.
Warm Winter Temperatures
Warm winter temperatures do not result in significant differences in MSX preva­
lence and intensity at Arnolds Bed relative to the mean environmental conditions. 
Variation from mean environmental conditions under warm winter conditions is 
largest at Shell Rock Bed, Bennies Bed and Miah Maull Grounds. Maximum dif­
ference, average difference and RMS values are greatest at MSX undetectable and 
category 3 intensity categories for Cohansey and Shell Rock Beds (Table 6). Corre-
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Iation coefficients are also low at these categories. In addition, a negative correlation 
was calculated for category 3 infections at Shell Rock Bed. Bennies Bed and Miah 
Maull Grounds also show large variations at all infection categories.
4.7 Variations in the Timing of Prevalence and Intensity Differences 
Low Freshwater Discharge
Low freshwater conditions produce maximum prevalence differences (prevalence 
difference anomaly) at Arnolds Bed in late fall and winter (Fig. 18A). The drop in 
undetectable MSX infections is compensated by increases in category 1 and category 
3 MSX infections. At Cohansey Bed (Fig. 18B), a decrease in undetectable MSX 
infections occurs throughout the year and is accompanied by increases in category 1, 
2 and 3 MSX infections in the fall and winter. In addition, an increase in category 4 
infections occurs during late fall and winter. Therefore, dry conditions at Cohansey 
Bed cause an increase in higher intensity infections during the late fall and winter.
Large decreases in undetectable MSX infections occurs throughout the year at 
Shell Rock Bed (Fig. 18C) as a result of an increase in infections under low freshwa­
ter conditions. This drop corresponds with an increase in category 1 MSX infections, 
during February. In addition, maximum increase in category 2 and 3 infections oc­
curs in late spring and summer which is followed by an increase in category 4 MSX 
infections in late fall and winter. Therefore, low freshwater discharge conditions cause 
higher infections to occur during late spring and summer, followed by high intensity 
(category 4) infections during the late fall and winter. Decreases in undetectable 
MSX infections occurs throughout the year at Bennies Bed. A maximum decrease in
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Table 6. Results from statistical analysis between warm winter and reference simu­
lations at the seed bed and planted ground sites. Intensity categories represent the 
strength of the disease where UD=undetectable infections, l=epithelial, 2=subep- 
ithelial local, 3=light systemic and 4=systemic infections. Maximum and Average 
represent the maximum and average prevalence differences, respectively. RMS repre­
sents the root mean square error and r is the correlation coefficient. Bold is used to 
emphasize extreme differences.
S ta tio n In ten sity  C ategory M axim u m  ( % ) A v era g e  (%) R M S  ( % ) r
UD 9.94 4.49 5.40 0.78
1 2.60 0.18 0.49 0.96
Cohansey 2 1.30 0.17 0.38 0.84
Bed 3 8.56 3.48 4.71 0.20
4 4.12 0.90 1.70 0.94
UD 23 .29 11.78 13.75 0.52
1 9.94 2.05 3.27 0.85
Shell Rock 2 3.39 1.04 1.28 0.82
Bed 3 20 .54 9.55 12.76 -0 .35
4 3.08 0.77 1.26 0.96
UD 19.53 8.17 9.79 0.74
1 23.66 7.43 10.18 0.49
Bennies 2 8.92 1.84 2.65 0.77
Bed 3 30 .15 8.81 13.69 0.03
4 14.63 4.01 5.00 0.36
UD 25.09 9.14 10 .87 0.84
Miah 1 27 .36 7.85 11.66 0.56
Maull 2 3 0 .2 7 4.11 7.81 0.72
Grounds 3 17 .27 3.51 5.35 0.50
4 34 .45 9.72 14.71 0.55
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Figure 18. MSX prevalence difference anomaly between the simulated MSX distri­
butions obtained for low freshwater and those obtained for average environmental 
conditions at A) Arnolds , B) Cohansey, C) Shell Rock and D) Bennies Beds. The 
intensity categories represent the percentage of total oysters with undetectable (0), 
epithelial (1), subepithelial local (2), light systemic (3) and advanced systemic (4) 
MSX infections. Dashed lines represent three-month intervals.
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undetectable and category 1 MSX infections occurs in May, which is compensated by 
an increase in category 2, 3 and 4 infections.
High Freshwater Discharge
During times of high freshwater discharge (low salinity) the maximum increase 
in undetectable infections in simulated oysters occurs during late fall and winter, 
at Cohansey and Shell Rock Beds (Figs. 19A and 19B) as a result of decreases in 
the category 1, 2 and 3 MSX infections. Loss of infections occur at all infection 
categories from November to March at Bennies Bed, causing a maximum increase in 
undetectable infections during February (Fig. 19C). The greatest loss of infections 
occur within category 1 MSX infections at Shell Rock and Bennies Bed, indicating 
that the greatest loss of MSX infections occurs within the epithelium, under high 
freshwater discharge conditions.
Timing of Freshwater Discharge
Variations in the timing of the freshwater discharge event causes changes in MSX 
prevalence and intensity only at Bennies Bed and only for late spring (May) discharge. 
The maximum change is from April to June and corresponds to a maximum increase 
in MSX systemic category 3 infections (Fig. 20). An increase in category 1 infections 
occurs during March followed by an increase in category 2 infections in May. As 
a result, there is a decrease in the number of undetectable infections. Comparison 
of the reference (Fig. 12D) and late freshwater runoff (Fig. 15B) simulations at 
Bennies Bed show that these differences arise from variation in the spring portion of
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Figure 19. MSX prevalence difference anomaly between the simulated MSX distri­
butions obtained for high freshwater and those obtained for average environmental 
conditions at A) Cohansey, B) Shell Rock, and C) Bennies Beds. The intensity cate­
gories represent the percentage of total oysters with undetectable (0), epithelial (1), 
subepithelial local (2), light systemic (3) and advanced systemic (4) MSX infections. 
Dashed lines represent three-month intervals.
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the annual MSX cycle. Although the MSX prevalence increase in the spring under 
mean environmental conditions is approximately 10 percentage points, an increase of 
20 percentage points occurs during late runoff periods. By the end of March, all of 
the MSX infections in the late runoff case are category 3. Therefore, a late freshwater 
runoff event causes an increase in the number of oysters with systemic MSX infections, 
as well as a reduction in live-oyster prevalence to 5%.
Warm Winter
When winter temperatures remain above 5°C the category 3 MSX infections in­
crease from January to March thereby producing a decrease in undetectable MSX 
infections at Cohansey Bed (Fig. 21A). Since MSX infections are all systemic by 
March, they can no longer be removed by freshwater runoff. A loss of category 3 
MSX infections occurs during the end of May.
The maximum increase in category 3 MSX infections at Shell Rock Bed, occurs 
from February to June and is responsible for a drop in undetectable MSX infections 
(Fig. 21B). In addition, a peak in category 1 MSX infections occurs during August. 
As for Cohansey Bed, this is a result of an increase in MSX infection intensity to 
100% systemic infections by May (Fig. 17C). No loss of MSX infections occurs due 
to the freshwater discharge in March, since intensities have already reached systemic 
categories. A decrease in MSX infection prevalence occurs in July.
At Bennies Bed, the maximum increase in category 3 and 4 MSX infections occurs 
from December-May (Fig. 21C). This is a result of the progression of the disease from 
undetectable, 1 and 2 infection categories to systemic levels. Since infections reach
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Figure 20. MSX prevalence difference anomaly between the simulated MSX distri­
butions obtained for late spring runoff and those obtained for average environmental 
conditions at Bennies Bed. The intensity categories represent the percentage of total 
oysters with undetectable (0), epithelial (1), subepithelial local (2), light systemic 
(3) and advanced systemic (4) MSX infections. Dashed lines represent three-month 
intervals.
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Figure 21. MSX prevalence difference anomaly between the simulated MSX dis­
tributions obtained for warm winter and those obtained for average environmental 
conditions a t A) Cohansey Bed, B) Shell Rock Bed, C) Bennies Bed, and D) Miah 
Maull Grounds. The intensity categories represent the percentage of total oysters 
with undetectable (0), epithelial (1), subepithelial local (2), light systemic (3) and 
advanced systemic (4) MSX infections. Dashed lines represent three-month intervals.
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almost completely systemic levels by March, this prevents the freshwater discharge 
from removing infections (Fig. 17D). A loss of MSX infections occurs at the end of 
June.
The decrease of undetectable and category 1 infections from December to May 
at Miah Maull Grounds (Fig. 21D) occurs as a result of increased category- 2 and 
category 3 MSX infections from December-March and an increase in category 4 MSX 
infections from January--May. This occurs because MSX infections are not lost during 
the winter months. MSX infections reach approximately 90% systemic by June 1, 
which is followed by almost complete loss of infections (Fig. 17E).
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5. DISCUSSION
5.1 Simulation of the MSX annual cycle at Miah Maull Grounds
A test of the accuracy of the oyster population-H. nelsoni model is to simulate 
the annual MSX cycle (Fig. 2) described by Ford and Haskin (1982) for disease-free 
oysters transplanted to the planted grounds. Since Miah Maull Grounds is located 
in the planted grounds (Fig. 1), the simulations for this site were used to test the 
model.
The onset of MSX infection in the Miah Maull Grounds simulation begins in June 
and increases in intensity and prevalence, reaching maximum prevalence of 65% in 
December (Fig. 12E). This is consistent with MSX prevalence observed by Ford 
and Haskin (1982) for oysters in the planted ground area which averaged 40-60% 
for most years, with minimum and maximum MSX prevalence of 15 and 100%. As 
winter temperatures fall below 5°C, observed mortality of severely infected oysters 
occurs, dropping the overall MSX prevalence. Since many oysters enter the winter 
with high intensity infections, these highly infected oysters usually do not survive 
the winter. Also, since the oyster is relatively inactive during the winter, anaerobic 
conditions exist within the oyster host. Since H. nelsoni contain numerous mitochon­
dria (Muller 1967; Perkins 1968), this suggests that the parasite is well equipped for 
aerobic metabolism and may not be able to tolerate low oxygen conditions. Also, low 
temperature itself may be harmful to H. nelsoni (Ford and Haskin 1982). The low 
temperatures combined with an increase in freshwater discharge in the spring (low
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salinity conditions) results in a decrease in observed MSX prevalence from January 
to April in the planted grounds (Ford and Haskin 1982). Following this decrease 
in MSX prevalence, a second increase in MSX infection occurs with an increase in 
water temperature in May due to a resurgence of infections which were suppressed 
by low winter temperatures (Ford 1985b; Ford and Haskin 1982). This increase is 
reproduced in the simulated MSX prevalence and intensity at Miah Maull Grounds 
(Fig. 12E). Finally, a second decrease occurs in June due to the loss of H. nelsoni 
parasites from the oyster which has been observed in field observations and may be 
caused by sporulation (Ford and Haskin 1982).
5.2 Simulation results for seed bed and planted ground si os 
Comparison of reference simulations with field data
Reference simulations for the four seed bed sites (Fig. 1) were compared to field 
measurements of MSX prevalence and intensity during years when mean freshwater 
discharge conditions occurred, to determine whether model simulations accurately 
reproduce MSX prevalence and intensity in low salinity areas. Since large periods 
(more than two years) of anomalously high (>2800 ft3 s_I) or low (<2500 ft3 s ' 1) 
freshwater discharge did not occur during the late 1980s to the early 1990s (Fig. 22), 
observations of MSX prevalence and intensity (Fig. 10) from this period were used 
to compare with reference simulations at each bed.
Comparison with observations showed that the timing of infections was correct 
however, MSX prevalence at the seed bed sites were too high. This suggested that the 
observed lower MSX infection prevalence upbay may result from a factor other than
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Figure 22. Delaware River flow anomaly for 1953-1993. The dashed line represents 
the 40 year mean discharge.
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a direct salinity effect on the H. nelsoni-oyster relationship. Since temperatures from 
Section E (Fig. 6A) were used in reference simulations at all of the seed bed sites, 
temperature variability along the salinity gradient was not accounted for. However, 
monthly-averaged temperatures only varied by a maximum of 1.4°C from the planted 
grounds to the seed bed areas (Fig. 7) and variations within the seed bed area are 
relatively small (Fegley et al. 1994).
Variability in chlorophyll a concentrations (food) within the seed beds may cause 
variability in MSX prevalence. However, the simulations with variable food supply 
analyzed in this study show that food concentrations have little effect on the level of 
MSX prevalence or intensity in a one gram MSX-infected oyster population. Since 
food concentration is important for oyster growth, and only a one gram oyster was 
used in this study, food supply may have more of an effect in simulations that use a 
multiple size class oyster population-//", nelsoni model. Also, the timing of increases 
in food supply relative to increases or decreases in the MSX annual cycle is likely- 
important in deleting effects. Since the fall increase in food was added in September, 
a time when the parasite has reached its carrying capacity in the oyster, the addition 
of food would have no effect on H. nelsoni cell division. Also, by moving the spring 
increase in food concentration from March to May, a period when high mortality of H. 
nelsoni occurs, food concentration was not sufficient to overcome H. nelsoni mortality. 
Therefore, food concentration may have an effect on MSX-infected oyster populations 
at other portions of the MSX year, which were not addressed in this study.
The infective stage of H. nelsoni remains unknown. A spore stage has been ob­
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served, however, it is rarely found in adult C. virginica (Ford and Haskin 1982; Haskin 
and Andrews 1988). Therefore, it has been hypothesized that an alternate host may 
exist which is necessary for the development of the infective stage of MSX. Whether 
the spores are directly infective to C. virginica under certain environmental condi­
tions, or whether an alternate host is necessary, a decrease in the infective particles 
(or alternate host abundance) may result from decreased salinity. Simulated MSX 
prevalence was too high at low salinity seed beds, suggesting that a reduction in the 
efficiency of infective particles to infect oysters may decrease from the Bay mouth 
to the upper Bay sites. The addition of such a relationship resulted in simulated 
prevalences that matched observed prevalences at all sites, suggesting the existence 
of a secondary host or infective stage that decreases in concentration with decreased 
salinity.
According to Ford and Haskin (1982), the intensity of MSX infections decreases 
from planted ground to seed bed sites, with no further reduction in MSX infections, 
further upbay. However, the simulated MSX intensity decreased upbay. To correct 
for the decrease in intensity upbay, the transfer rate of MSX cells from the epithelium 
to the systemic tissue, was increased with decreased salinity. The addition of these 
two formulations to the model, resulted in no MSX infections at Arnolds Bed (Fig. 
12A) for average environmental conditions, which is consistent with field observations 
for spring MSX prevalence during 1989 and 1991 (Fig. 10A).
During most years when dry conditions did not occur, observed MSX prevalence 
at Cohansey Bed ranged from approximately 5 to 25% (Fig. 10B). The maximum
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simulated MSX prevalence at this bed was 9% (Fig. 12B). Moreover, the observed 
proportion of systemic (categories 3 and 4) to localized (categories 1 and 2) MSX 
infections is approximately 1:1 in most years (Fig. 10B). The reference simulation 
at Cohansey Bed showed MSX infections with a systemic to localized ratio of ap­
proximately 1:1 (Fig. 12B). Therefore, the reference simulation for Cohansey Bed 
reproduced patterns and magnitudes in MSX intensity and prevalence seen in field 
measurements from this site.
Observations of MSX prevalence and intensity sufficient to compare with the ref­
erence simulation are lacking for Shell Rock Bed. However, the maximum simulated 
MSX prevalences at this site were 20% (Fig. 12C), which is greater than the 9% 
maximum MSX prevalence produced for Cohansey Bed (Figs. 12B and 12C). Since 
mean salinities are greater for Shell Rock Bed, higher MSX prevalences are to be 
expected. Since no decrease in infection intensity occurs within the seed bed areas 
(Ford and Haskin 1982) the proportion of systemic to localized MSX infections should 
be the same at Shell Rock Bed as that observed at Cohansey (1:1). Simulated MSX 
infection intensities (Fig. 12C) showed a systemic to localized ratio of approximately 
1:1 and are therefore consistent with observations made by Ford and Haskin (1982).
Field measurements from Bennies Bed show MSX prevalences that range from 25 
to 48% during the late 1980s to the early 1990s (Fig. 10D). Maximum simulated 
MSX prevalences at Bennies Bed were 47% (Fig. 12D). Although the observed MSX 
infection intensity varied during mean runoff years, the percentage of systemic to 
localized infections for the reference simulation at Bennies Bed was approximately
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1:1 and is consistent with observations made by Ford and Haskin (1982).
Low freshwater simulations
The simulated MSX prevalence and intensity obtained from low freshwater con­
ditions were compared with observed prevalence and intensity from 1962-1969, years 
in which low freshwater conditions occurred (Fig. 22). At Arnolds Bed, the MSX 
observations showed prevalences between 5 and 30% (Fig. 10A). Simulated maximum 
MSX prevalence at Arnolds Bed (Fig. 13A) were at the lower end of the observed 
range (8%). Also, the proportion of systemic infections to localized infections was 
approximately 1:1 for the observed and simulated distributions (Figs. 10A and 13A) 
Field measurements show MSX prevalences that were approximately 10 percentage 
points higher at Arnolds Bed during the mid-1960s than at Cohansey Bed (Figs. 10A 
and 10B). This difference is most likely a result of a small sample size. Since these 
values are based on measurements from no more than 20 live oysters, prevalences at 
these two beds are probably equal if not larger at Cohansey Bed. However, if these 
measurements accurately represent what occurs in the field, some factor other than 
salinity may be the primary cause of higher MSX prevalences at Arnolds Bed. For 
example, variations in the concentration of the infective stage of MSX, a change in 
the distribution of a secondary host, or the efficiency of the particles to infect oysters 
may cause differences in the prevalence and intensity of infected oysters within the 
seed bed and planted ground areas.
In addition, variations in circulation may be responsible for variability in MSX 
infections in the seed bed and planted ground areas. Wong (1994) observed that low
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salinity water flowed out of Delaware Bay along the shores, while an intrusion of high 
salinity water occurred in the middle of Delaware Bay, over the deep channel (Fig.
1). In addition, the axial salinity difference is significantly higher than the long term 
mean, during months of low river discharge (Wong 1995). Since the salinity structure 
across Delaware Bay is strongly influenced by lateral bathymetric distribution and 
the across-Bay bathymetry is dominated by multiple channels (Fig. 1), it is possible 
that under dry conditions the salt intrusion observed in the middle of the Bay may be 
re-directed and cause changes in salinity throughout the Bay. In addition, since the 
circulation in Delaware Bay has been observed to concentrate larvae and plankton 
along the eastern Delaware Bay shore, it may also be responsible for concentrating the 
infective stage of MSX in various regions throughout the Bay (Haskin and Andrews 
1988). Since circulation and bathymetry are not included in the model, these effects 
on MSX infections can not be interpreted from simulations.
Observed MSX prevalences at Cohansey Bed for the mid-1960s were between 5 
and 20% (Fig. 10B). Maximum simulated MSX prevalence for this site was 37% (Fig. 
13B), and therefore was slightly higher than observed values. The proportion of sim­
ulated systemic to localized MSX infections was approximately 1:1 during the late 
fall (November to December), at this site. However, during spring (May to June), 
the simulated MSX infections were localized. The observed MSX prevalence for 1965 
showed this trend, with more systemic infections during the late fall and lower inten­
sity infections during the spring (Fig. 10B). Measurements of MSX prevalence and 
intensity were not taken at Shell Rock Bed from 1962-1969, therefore, a comparison
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between simulated MSX intensity and prevalence under low freshwater conditions and 
field observations could not be done for this site.
Observed MSX prevalences at Bennies Bed were 5 to 75% during the 1960s (Fig. 
10D). During the 1960s, a larger proportion of systemic infections occurred in late 
spring as opposed to the late fall, during most years. Maximum simulated MSX 
prevalences were 67%. During late spring, the simulated MSX prevalence consisted 
of 70% systemic and 15% localized infections. However, during the late fall, the 
simulated MSX infections were 40% local and 30% systemic. Therefore, the low 
runoff simulation at Bennies Bed produced MSX prevalences consistent with field 
observations during the 1960s and reproduced the higher intensity infections in late 
spring and less intense infections during late fall conditions.
No data were available at Miah Maull Grounds during the mid-1960s, therefore 
observations from other planted ground sites (Deepwater and Southwest Line) shown 
in Figure 1, were used for comparison (Fig. 11). Observed prevalences ranged from 
approximately 20 to 80% during both the spring and fall periods, with intensities from 
25 to 100% systemic infections. Simulations agreed with observations from these sites, 
where prevalences reached 70% in December and 55% from May to June. Intensities 
ranged from approximately 50 to 80% systemic.
High freshwater runoff simulations
The results of high freshwater runoff simulations were compared to observed MSX 
prevalence and intensity data for 1972-1979, a period when the Delaware River dis­
charge was anomalously (3900-5500 ft3 s-1) high (Fig. 22). The extreme freshwater
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runoff into Delaware Bay in 1972 was due to Hurricane Agnes. The simulated dis­
tributions produce no MSX infections at Arnolds, Cohansey and Shell Rock Bed for 
times of high freshwater runoff, which is consistent with the observations for Arnolds 
Bed (Fig. 10A) where no infections were observed during 1972-1979. Measurements 
of MSX intensity and prevalence (Fig. 10B) for the spring of 1972 at Cohansey Bed 
showed no infections occurring during high freshwater discharge conditions. A com­
parison could not be made between low freshwater simulations at Shell Rock Bed 
since MSX prevalence and intensity data was unavailable from 1972-1979 (Fig. IOC).
From 1972-1979, observed MSX prevalences at Bennies Bed ranged from 0-35% 
(Fig. 10D). Simulated MSX prevalences were 8% (Fig. 14B) and agreed with obser­
vations. The simulated ratio of systemic to localized infections was 1:1 and therefore 
matched observations made by Ford and Haskin (1982).
Observed MSX prevalences at Miah Maull Grounds were 65% in the late fall and 
10% during late spring (Fig. 10E). Maximum simulated MSX prevalences which oc­
curred during December, were 60% and fell to 10% during late June to early July. 
Therefore, simulated prevalences were reasonable when compared to field observa­
tions. The data also showed a systemicdocalized ratio of 1:1. Simulated infections 
were 35:25% (7:5) which is reasonable.
5.3 Variation in the magnitude of freshwater discharge from reference simulations 
Low Freshwater Discharge
At Arnolds Bed, infections occurred only during the low freshwater discharge 
simulation. The maximum prevalence of infections increased from 0 to 8%, with in­
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tensities ranging from undetectable to category 3 (Tables 7 and 8). At Cohansey 
Bed, the occurrence of oysters in intensity category 4 occurred during the low fresh­
water discharge year, which was not observed in the reference simulation (Tables 7 
and 8). Maximum prevalences increased from 9 to 37%, an increase of 311%. Shell 
Rock Bed was the first site upbay to produce an annual cycle typical of the planted 
grounds, during drought conditions. As observed at Cohansey Bed, oysters with cate­
gory 4 infections were produced during dry conditions. A 160% increase in prevalence 
occurred. During mean environmental conditions (Table 7), the only seed bed to pro­
duce an annual cycle typical of the planted grounds is Bennies Bed, however, the 
increase in prevalence in the spring (from April to June) is only 10 percentage points 
as opposed to the increase of 20 percentage points observed at the planted grounds 
(Fig. 13D). During drought conditions, Bennies Bed showed an annual cycle where 
prevalences increased by 20 percentage points, in the spring (Fig. 13D). This is more 
representative of the cycle produced during mean environmental conditions on the 
planted grounds. Overall, maximum prevalence increased 43% at Bennies Bed (Ta­
bles 7 and 8). A slight increase (5%) in infection prevalence occurred at Miah Maull 
Grounds, however, no further differences were observed at this site (Table 7 and 8).
According to simulated MSX prevalence and intensity distributions, the effect of 
drought conditions becomes more extreme further upbay. A larger percent preva­
lence increase occurs further upbay, along with an increase in infection intensity. In 
addition, the more typical annual cycle observed in the planted grounds (Fig. 2) is 
observed on sites further upbay, during drought conditions.
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Table 7. Summary of reference simulation results for the seed bed and planted ground 
sites. Intensity indicates the category of infection present (UD=undetectable, ^ e p ­
ithelial, 2=subepithelial local, 3=light systemic, and 4=advanced systemic infections) 
and maximum prevalence indicates the maximum percent of oysters infected over a 
one year cycle. The presence or absence of an annual cycle is also indicated. NC 
represents simulations in which no cycle was present and the (*) indicates a modified 
annual cycle in which a spring increase in infection did not occur.
Site Intensity M aximum 
Prevalence (%)
Typical Annual 
Cycle
Arnolds Bed UD 0 NC
Cohansey Bed UD-3 9 No
Shell Rock Bed UD-3 20 No
Bennies Bed UD-4 47 Yes*
Miah Maull Grounds UD-4 65 Yes
Table 8. Summary of low freshwater and high freshwater discharge simulations for 
the seed bed and planted ground sites. Intensity indicates the category of infection 
present (UD=undetectable, l=epithelial, 2=subepithelial local, 3=light systemic, and 
4=advanced systemic infections) and maximum prevalence indicates the maximum 
percent of oysters infected over a one year cycle. The presence or absence of an annual 
cycle typical of the planted grounds is also indicated. NC represents simulations in 
which no cycle was present.
Simulation Site Intensity Maximum Typical Annual
Prevalence (%) Cycle
Arnolds Bed UD-3 8 No
Low Cohansey Bed UD-4 37 No
Fresh­ Shell Rock Bed UD-4 52 Yes
water Bennies Bed UD-4 67 Yes
Miah Maull Grounds UD-4 68 Yes
Arnolds Bed UD 0 NC
High Cohansey Bed UD 0 NC
Fresh­ Shell Rock Bed UD 0 NC
water Bennies Bed UD-3 9 No
Miah Maull Grounds UD-4 60 Yes
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High Freshwater Discharge
High freshwater discharge simulations produced a complete loss of infections from 
Arnolds, Cohansey and Shell Rock Beds (Table 8). Bennies Bed had less intense 
infections from average conditions (Table 7) where highly infected oysters of category 
4 were not observed (Table 8). Prevalence dropped by 81%, along with a loss of 
the typical annual cycle which was present during average environmental conditions. 
Prevalence decreased by 8% at Miah Maull Grounds, however, no changes in the 
intensity or annual cycle occurred (Table 8).
High freshwater discharge conditions caused a complete loss of infections in the 
upper seed bed sites. A reduction in infection prevalence and intensity occurred in the 
lower seed bed areas, as well as a slight prevalence decrease in the planted grounds. 
In addition, no annual cycle was observed on the seed beds.
5.4 Variation in the timing of the freshwater discharge from reference simulations 
No comparison was made between simulations and measured values when the 
timing of the spring freshw'ater discharge event was varied. During a year when the 
spring runoff period occurred earlier (February) little change was observed in the 
MSX cycle. Differences from the reference simulation only occurred at Bennies Bed, 
where a 6% drop in prevalence occurred (Tables 7 and 9). According to the model 
results, an early spring runoff has little or no effect on MSX infections.
As with the early spring runoff case, the only site where differences occurred 
during a late (May) freshwater discharge is Bennies Bed. Prevalence only increased 
by 2% however, the annual cycle was more like that produced on the planted grounds
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(Tables 7 and 9). Prevalences increased from April to June, with an increase of 20 
percentage points (Fig. 15). Therefore, by delaying the freshwater discharge, a  more 
typical annual cycle had time to occur at Bennies Bed.
5.5 Variation in other environmental perturbations from reference simulations 
Timing of Phytoplankton Bloom
Simulations were run with an increase in food during the fall (September) to 
simulate a fall bloom scenario. Under these conditions, no change occurred from 
the reference simulation (Tables 7 and 10). Therefore, the addition of a September 
bloom neither enhances or diminishes simulated MSX infections. Since September is 
the time when H. nelsoni reaches its carrying capacity in the oyster, little effect of an 
increase in food concentrations is expected.
According to the simulations where the spring phytoplankton bloom occurred later 
in the spring (May), small differences from the reference case were only observed at 
the lower seed bed sites. Shell Rock Bed showed higher intensity infections, with the 
production of category 4 infections (Table 7 and 10). In addition, an annual cycle 
typical of the planted grounds was observed at Bennies Bed (Table 10). Since May is 
the time when high H. nelsoni mortality occurs, little effect of food concentration is 
to be expected. However, variations in food concentration at other times of the year 
may have an effect.
Although little effect on MSX prevalence was observed in simulations where the 
spring bloom occurs later in the spring (May), more intense infections occur on the 
lower seed beds. Since delaying the spring bloom may decrease the health of the
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oysters in the spring, simulations suggest that this delay may allow MSX to become 
more intense in those oysters already infected with H. nelsoni. This was observed to 
occur in simulations by Hofmann et al. (1995) of oyster populations infected by the 
disease Dermo, caused by the parasite Perkinsus marinus. In this study, a decrease 
in the food supply produced a decline in the oyster population as a result of increased 
P. mannus-induced mortalities.
Warm Winter
Warm winter simulations varied from those run under mean environmental condi­
tions at all sites except Arnolds Bed, where no infections occurred. At Cohansey and 
Shell Rock Beds, intensities reached category 4, with an increase in the maximum 
prevalence of 22 and 25%, respectively (Tables 7 and 10). At Bennies Bed and Miah 
Maull Grounds, prevalences dropped by 6% and 4%, respectively (Tables 7 and 10). 
Also, the annual cycle did not occur at any site.
From the warm winter simulations, it appears that the typical annual cycle (Fig.
2) observed in the planted ground stations is not reproduced. Since temperatures 
below 5°C cause a loss of parasites from the oyster, warm winters do not allow this 
to occur. Therefore, infections are not lost from the population until the freshwater 
runoff event occurs in March. Prevalences at Cohansey and Shell Rock Beds increased 
as a result of an increase in H. nelsoni cells. Due to the occurrence of more intense 
infections, mortality of those highly infected oysters is probably the cause of lower 
prevalences at Bennies Bed and Miah Maull Grounds.
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Table 9. Summary of early (February) and late (May) spring freshwater discharge 
simulations for the seed bed and planted ground sites. Intensity indicates the category 
of infection present (UD=undetectabIe, l=epithelial, 2=subepithelial local, 3=light 
systemic, and 4=advanced systemic infections) and maximum prevalence indicates the 
maximum percent of oysters infected over a one year cycle. The presence or absence 
of an annual cycle typical of the planted grounds is also indicated. NC represents 
simulations in which no cycle was present.
Simulation Site Intensity M aximum 
Prevalence (%)
Typical Annual 
Cycle
Arnolds Bed UD 0 NC
Early Cohansey Bed UD-3 9 No
Spring Shell Rock Bed UD-3 20 No
Runoff Bennies Bed UD-4 44 No
Miah Maull Grounds UD-4 65 Yes
Arnolds Bed UD 0 NC
Late Cohansey Bed UD-3 9 No
Spring Shell Rock Bed UD-3 20 No
Runoff Bennies Bed UD-4 48 Yes
Miah Maull Grounds UD-4 65 Yes
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Table 10. Summary of fall phytoplankton bloom, late spring phytoplankton bloom 
and warm winter simulations for the seed bed and planted ground sites. Intensity 
indicates the category of infection present (UD=undetectable, l=epithelial, 2=subep- 
ithelial local, 3=light systemic, and 4=advanced systemic infections) and maximum 
prevalence indicates the maximum percent of oysters infected over a one year cycle. 
The presence or absence of an annual cycle typical of the planted grounds is also indi­
cated. NC represents simulations in which no cycle was present and the (*) indicates 
a modified annual cycle in which a spring increase in infection did not occur.
Simulation Site Intensity Maximum Typical Annual
Prevalence (%) Cycle
Arnolds Bed UD 0 NC
Fall Cohansey Bed UD-3 9 No
Bloom Shell Rock Bed UD-3 20 No
Bennies Bed UD-4 46 Yes*
Miah Maull Grounds UD-4 65 Yes
Arnolds Bed UD 0 NC
Late Cohansey Bed UD-3 8 No
Spring Shell Rock Bed UD-4 19 No
Bloom Bennies Bed UD-4 45 Yes*
Miah Maull Grounds UD-4 65 Yes
Arnolds Bed UD 0 NC
Warm Cohansey Bed UD-4 11 No
Winter Shell Rock Bed UD-4 25 No
Bennies Bed UD-4 44 No
Miah Maull Grounds UD-4 62 No
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The simulations obtained with the oyster population-H. nelsoni model demon­
strated the importance of salinity in modifying the annual cycle in MSX prevalence 
and intensity (Fig. 2). Increases or decreases in salinity resulted in increases and de­
creases, respectively, in MSX prevalence and intensity. However, variations in MSX 
prevalence and intensity were greater at seed beds than at the planted ground site. 
This suggests that variations in river discharge has more of an effect on the prevalence 
and intensity of MSX in oyster populations which are closer to the freshwater source.
Variations in salinity had a larger effect on the simulated MSX infections than 
do variations in food availability and winter temperatures in a one gram oyster pop­
ulation. However, the simulated time development of MSX did demonstrate the 
importance of cold winters in producing a reduction in MSX infections during the 
following spring, and therefore modulating the MSX annual cycle. Thus, the simu­
lated MSX distributions reinforce the idea that the MSX annual cycle is controlled 
by temperature and density-dependent processes, however, variability in this cycle is 
primarily controlled by salinity.
Comparisons with observed MSX prevalences and intensities show that the oyster 
population-#, nelsoni model accurately simulates MSX prevalence and intensity at 
the seed beds in Delaware Bay during average and high freshwater runoff conditions. 
During low runoff conditions, field measurements showed higher MSX prevalence at 
Arnolds Bed compared to Cohansey. However, low freshwater runoff simulations
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showed the opposite pattern. This is probably a result of small sample size.
The importance of bathymetry and atmospheric forcing in controlling Delaware 
Bay circulation has been suggested by Wong (1994). Since circulation was not in­
cluded in the model, any variability in salinity due to these external forcing effects 
was not accounted for. The effect of variations in salinity due to these external forces 
on MSX prevalence and intensity in Delaware Bay oyster populations remains to be 
determined.
A relationship to produce a decrease in the efficiency of MSX infections at lower 
salinity was added to the oyster population-H. nelsoni model to reproduce observed 
prevalence at the seed bed sites. This suggests that a process, other than a direct 
salinity effect on MSX-infected oysters, is responsible for the observed decrease in 
MSX prevalence upbay. Since little is known about the infective stage of H. nelsoni, 
it is possible that variability in the concentration of MSX infective particles may 
be responsible for variations in MSX prevalence upbay, as suggested by Haskin and 
Ford (1982). If the source of infective particles is located in the planted grounds, 
this may result in a decrease in infective particles further upbay. In addition, the 
presence of a secondary host has been hypothesized (e.g., Ford and Haskin 1982; 
Haskin and Andrews 1988). If a decrease in the abundance of this host occurs upbay, 
a decrease in infections may result. Therefore, more information from laboratory and 
field studies is needed to better understand how salinity relates to the decrease in 
prevalence upbay.
The simulated MSX prevalence and intensity at sites in Delaware Bay showed
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a decrease in MSX infection intensity with increased distance from the Bay mouth. 
Observations show that a decrease in MSX infection intensity occurs from the planted 
ground areas to the seed beds. However, no further increase in infections occurs 
within the seed bed area (Haskin and Ford 1982). The addition of a relationship to 
the model which increases the transfer rate of H. nelsoni cells from the epithelium to 
the body resulted in reasonable simulated MSX infection intensities, suggesting that 
more information is necessary about MSX infection processes in the oyster host.
Since model simulations were run for an average size oyster population (1 gram dry 
weight), no variation in oyster size occurred within the population. However, since 
juvenile oysters are usually grown within the seed bed areas until they are large enough 
to be transplanted to the planted grounds (Ford and Haskin 1982), oyster populations 
within the seed beds are smaller on average than those within the planted grounds. 
Therefore, a general decreasing adult oyster size occurs along the salinity gradient. 
The concentration of parasites per surface area of epithelial tissue in smaller oysters, 
may be larger in the smaller oysters when compared to larger oysters. Therefore, 
an increase in the diffusion rate of H. nelsoni cells from the epithelium to the body 
may be greater in low salinity areas, as was necessary for the model to accurately 
simulate MSX intensities along a salinity gradient. To correct for the variability in 
intensity within the seed beds, an addition of various oyster size classes to the model 
is necessary to better represent Delaware Bay oyster populations.
Future additions to the model should include oyster size class structure, Delaware 
Bay circulation, and a H. nelsoni spore model (once sufficient field observations are
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made). The oyster population-H. nelsoni model has aided in understanding the pro­
cesses which control MSX infections in C. virginica populations. It has allowed us to 
better understand the life cycle of H. nelsoni and to determine where further research 
efforts should focus. Model simulations suggest the presence of an intermediate host, 
which decreases in distribution with decreasing salinity. Once these additions have 
been added to the model, it could be used in other embayments, to study how various 
environmental conditions affect MSX-infected oysters.
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